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Abstract 

Between about 2300 and 2000 B .C.E. there was widespread sociopolitical 

devolution in the Near East. Tell Leilan, the particular case in point, was abandoned 

after deposition of volcanic tephra. Analogs from the Mt. St. Helen's eruption of 

1980 suggest that a volcanic dust mantle would have serious biological 

repercussions, but that recovery would take only years, at most decades. There is n o  

case for a global event, let alone for a "volcanic winter." The local evidence for a n  

incisive and protracted "dry" anomaly i s  inconclusive, and examination o f  a wide 

range of paleoclimatic proxy records fails to support an abrupt climatic shift to greater 

aridity affecting the Near East and Aegean world between 2400 and 1900 B.C.E. 

Settlement records to the east, west, and northwest of Leilan are inconsistent; in two 

cases the settlement network expanded rapidly after the Leilan collapse, in another, 

sites were abandoned at about the same time. This is incompatible with a major 

climatic shift and demands exploration of more complex, alternative hypotheses to 

explain sociopolitical devolution. 

The main thrust of this paper is an in-depth examination of devolution in Old 

Kingdom Egypt and Early Bronze Palestine, regions closely linked by a contentious 

complementarity. New evidence from Egypt and East Africa shows that the Nile 

floods were relatively low after 2900 B.C.E., with a brief minimum around 2200 

B.C.E.; thereafter floods were exceptionally high 2150-1900 B.C.E. Examination of 

the historical record suggests that Old Kingdom collapse was unrelated to Nile failure, 

but preconditioned by decentralization, dynastic weakness, and a shift of wealth and 

power to several provincial centers during Dynasty 6 (c. 2380-2230 B.C.E.); royal 

power, anchored in part on the trade monopoly with Syria (e.g., timber, wine, olive oil 

imports), was devastatingly undercut c. 2300 B.C.E. by Akkadian conquest of the 

Egyptian entrepot Byblos, with anarchy and then civil wars prevailing in Egypt for 

almost two centuries after c. 2240 B.C.E. 
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In Palestine. Early Bronze developments saw a string of prosperous. fortified town� 

emerge along the hilly margins of the coastal plain. Their wealth was based on wine 
and oil production. much of it exported ro Egypt. Parts of the coastal plain began to 
be abandoned c. 2700 B.C.E .. compensared by clusters of larger town<; elsewhere; 
general depopulation was underway two centuries later. and the last town\ fell about 

2400 B.C.E .. some of them patently destroyed. Two Egyptian military campaigns 

against this part of Palestine are actually recorded c. 2370-2340 B.C.E .• the '>Ccond 

specifying large-scale destruction. About 2300 B.C.E. parts of Syria were also 

ravaged, perhaps by Sargon of Akkad. The ensuing Early Bronze rv of Palestine (c. 
2300-2000 B .C .E.) was marked by de-urbanization and agricultural dis

intensification, but contrary to older assumptions. there is little or no evidence for a 

shift to pastoralism, let alone lor settlement by invading pastoralists. Analog� frorn 
elsewhere in the Mediterranean region show how transhumant pastoralism was 

traditionally practiced from farming villages. as a complementary strategy; when 

villagers were forced to seek refuge in defensible hill sites, they continued to cultavate 

vineyards and olive groves on a smaller scale. despite a Jack of urban demand. l11e 

Early BronLe IV bioarchaeological evidence now accumulating shows that 

household pig-raising and plow-oxen remained as prominent as before. that 

sheep/goat-herding did not increase. and that grapes and olives continued to be 

cultivated -- all demonstrating agronomic continuity in a ruraliLed setting, unt1l the 

Middle Bron.£e urban revival. 

In conclusion, it i. argued that the Early Bronze Age represented a pohuco
economic network ("world-economy") that functioned as a set of subsystems. the 

prosperity of the whole dependent on unimpeded nows of energy and infonnation 

from Spain to the Indus Valley. Rampant militarism eventually weakened the whole. 

impoverishing its component parts. and allowing political simplification. A� the 

system was restructured. renewed urbanization and intensification arc evident. 

Climatic change can indeed be examined as on potential variable in such a multi· 

dimensional, systemic network. But climatic change cannot be treated in isolation, 

divorced from its historical, structural. and regional context. 

1.1 The Problem of Sociopolitical Discontinuity 

The rise and fall of "high civili.£ations" have long intrigued the human imaginauon. 

Alre<1dy the anc1ent Egyptians recognized the continuity of their 2500-year lwaory · 
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at the same time grasping its cyclic evolution, when the priest Manetho (c. 300 

divided Egyptian history into 30 dynasties, arranged into three "books'·-

the crests of political power that we now know as the Old. Middle and 

Kingdoms (see Waddell 1956). When Edward Gibbon published the first 

-.olume of The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire in 1776. he 

eouched a nerve among Western thinker. who began to confront the instability of 

dlleir own civilization (Bowersock 1996). Borrowing from the social darwinism of 

Spencer (1876), Oswald Spengler (1926) viewed societies as organisms with an 

inevitable tife cycle of youth, maturity and decay. In a less detenninistic manner. 

Toynbee (1934) emphasized the role of creative individuals in the growth or 

civilizations, and attributed breakdown and disintegration to the failure of creative 

power among the dominant elite, to alienation or the masses, and to pressures of 

foreign peoples. Similar themes are echoed by Cowgill ( 198X) in his analysis of 

collapse. 
Clarke (1968) reformulated the model of birth, growth and death as "culture system 

ontogeny." with forn1ative, coherent, and postcoherent stages. recognizing that a 

society is an interdependent system of specialized parts. But the analogy has severe 

limitations. since sociopolitical systems are far less stable than cultural ones and, 

unlike the inevitable senescence implicit to ontogenetic models. systems are simplified 

lhrough equilibrium shifts. related to chance concatenations of inputs and complex 

feedback loops (Butzer 1980). Without belaboring systemic analogs. it bears noting 

lhat human ecosystems (Butzer 1982) are "open". liable to both external inputs and 

internal (evolutionary or disjunctive) change. 

1.2 The Tell Leilan Collapse 

One of the more intriguing questions of macro-historical study is the apparently 

synchronous nature of political collapse across large areas. The earbest, recognized 

phenomenon of this type dates between perhaps 2300 and 2000 B.C.E.  The Aegean 

world and much of the Near East were engulfed in a "time of troubles" that 
tenninated the Early Bronze Age. Many if not most urban sites from the Balkans to 

Mesopotamia and Palestine were abandoned, destroyed, or much reduced in size. 
Early states such as the Akkadian Empire and Old Kingdom Egypt collapsed c. 2230 

B.C.E., Troy ll was destroyed. and the Indus Valley civilization came to an end. 

Mysterious invaders, uch as Indo-Europeans or Semitic pastoralists. have long been 
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conjured up (in two waves. where necessary) to explain these widespread 
discontinuities. with some sort of climatic deterioration suspected or invoked to 
explain their apparent!) <,ynchronouc; nature (Bell 1971 ). 

TI1e problem IS that the late third millennium is barely within the pale of lmtoncal 
records in Egypt and Akkad, while elsewhere we are entirely dependent on 
archaeolog). Yet cause-and-effect relationships are complex. and muluc •usal 
explanationo; are dinicuh enough 111 well-documented. contemporary context' For 
hi�torical examples. such arguments become increasingly inferential. since external 
trig�ering me�hani,mc; may be more conspicuous than a complex web of underlying 
soc•oeconom•c problems, typically accentuated by political factors or events. Direct, 
contemporaneous testimony is unavailable in prehistoric settings. and one can r.trely 
do rnorc than correlate a potential explanatory factor with population slult<> or 
political disjunctions; possible conc�ltenations of variables can seldom be dcciphaed, 
so that "conclusions" are little more than models, generally not amenable to 

satisfactory testing. 

Recently. Harvey Weiss and Marie-Agnes Courty (Weiss et at .. 1993; Court) and 

Weiss, this volume) have proposed that an abrupt increase in aridity c.2200 BC.E. 
caused not only abandonment of the onh Mesopotamian Plain. but also the 1,111 of 

the Akkad1an Emp1re and ynchronous political collapse in adjacent region-; D1e 

argument can be summarized as follows. It is based on excavation of the large urban 

mound of Tell Lei lao and examinmion of other sites on the alluvial plain of a tnbl•tary 
to the Khabur River, in northeastern Syria. Severe and persistent drought is invok ·d·· 

as an abrupt climatic change--to explain the abandonment of Leilan and adJi��:ent 

urban tells. located Ill what ic; now a marginal environment for rain-fed agriculwre. 

Abandonment of these large towns forming pan of the Ak'ad· · · 1 ' • ' " 1an 1111pena ,t.ltC. 

signaled agricultural ruin of a key province, to cut state revenue� at a 11111.: of 

declining Euphratc� di�chargc in the Akkadian heartland (see Kay and John,on 

1981 ). TI1e state crumbled and "nomadic'' groups moved in. The presence of w1nd· 

borne volcanic glass shards at Lei! an and adjacent sites is attributed w 1 he 

cataclysmic eruption of a volcano in Anatolia, possibly causing a "volcanic w1ntd' 

that dcstahilitcd global climate (Weiss ct al 1993· Courty 1 994) Th' · 1 1C 
. 

' ' ' · • 
. JS IS I 1e pnn 

mover 1nvoked 10 exphin pol"t'c 1 d 1 · · s · 
. 

• 1 1 a evo ut1on 111 yna-Mesopotarnia, "synchron ous 

wnh climate change and collap�e 111 the Aegean, Egypt. Palestme. and the Jndu,• 

(We1o;c; et al 1993: I 002). 
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Presented in logical steps and with care. this argument must be taken seriously. 

Although circumstantial hypotheses for causauon cannot be "proven" to be correct. it 

may be possible to test the valldit) of '>upporting data. Spec1fically in the case to  

point: (I) Are the empirical climatic data valid'' (2) I f  so. was the climatic anomaly 

effective and synchronouc; acros the area 111 que. tion? and (3) Did sociopolitical 

unrest or collapse everywhere follow upon climatic change. in a fonn consonant with 

sreater aridity? 

If the answers to the. e question<; are unsatisfactOry. the next log•cal question ic; 

whether archaeological and historical <;ources prov1de demographic, socioeconomic 

and political information to support alternauve hypotheses. After concluding that 

mere is no evidence for synchronous and inc1sive climatic change during the late 

third millennium, the present study exammes the many threads of devolution in Egypt 

and Palestine in seeking a more complex understanding of the crisis of the late third 

millenium. 

2.1 Palaeo-Environmental Evidence: the Khabur Plains 

Local palaeoclimatic evidence to c;upport the "Leilan Collapo;e" 1, based primarily 

on pedogenetic properties and changes over time, in noodplain exposures of the 

upper Khabur River. The background o;tudy relic' on 'ucce sive archaeological 

associations rather than radiometric dates to idenllf) a equence of sedimentary units 

(Courty I 994). Sedimentological relauonc;Jups and properties are down played in 

favor of selected microscopic analysis of sedunentary panicles and post-depositional 

alteration. For some centuries prior to the collapse. nuvtal dynamics were already 

marked by semiarid aggradation of a braided channel, incorporating wind-derived 

materials (pelletal sands). the sedimems then altered by subarid soil processes. As I 

understand it, the silt-sited volcanic gla'>S (5 to 25 micronc;) on top of third millennium 

settlement strata at Leilan are abo found in mixed eolian-colluvial strata that rest on 

the previous soil. in other floodplain exposures representing similar stratigraphic 

positions (Couny 1994). Some 30cm of fine sands and coarse pelletal sands, mixed 

With fine glass shards and silt, begin the -;tandard sequence; they suggest alternations 

of blowing sand and reworking by heavy rain spells amid degraded vegetation. The 

next 30cm include much finer material<; ol .,im1lar composition, representing eolian 

dust, also reworked by heavy rain'>. The final 40cm are once more coarse-grained and 

Include gypsum part1cles. attributed to local deOauon by wmd. 
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The settlement hiatus at Leilan is therefore linked with devegetarion and biological 

aridity. Modern analogs can be sought 200 or 400 km downwind of the more 

famjliar, ash-spewing eruption of Mr. St. Helens in 1980, when 2 to 3.5 em of volcanic 

dustfall of similar grain size blanket!!d or choked vegetation along the mrun dispersal 

axis in eastern Washington state (Carey and Sigurdsson 1982). Of course. the 

parameters of distal tephra accumulation vary widely from one volcanic explos1on 

another (Carey and Sparks 1986), but this example provides a sense of what is 
involved. The impacts of Mt. St. Helens on agriculture varied according to crop and 

tl1e stage of growth (Rosenfeld and Cooke 1982: 74-77; Lyons 1986). and plant 

recoloni.cation was rapid (Franklin et al. I 985). Biological recovery in the semiarid 

climate of the Khabur Plains would be slower, so that wind and water could be 

expected to rework loose sediment on floodplain surfaces for years and perhaps 

decades--but not centuries. The post-Leilan strata appear to represent a volcanic and 

edaphic horizon, documenting a catastrophic biological event. rather than an abrupt 

climatic change in the strict sense of the word. Stream behavior immediately after that 

event (see Colll·ty I 994: Figs. 10, I 3-15) did not change notably, except for a much 

greater sediment supply. Critical is that a thin mantle of volcanic silt, spread out over 

the fann lands of a marginal environment, might destroy a staple crop. although the 

psychological trauma of an unfamiliar natural calamity may have been far more 

effective in provoking abandonment than actual agricultural losses. 

The scenario of a "volcanic winter" finds no support. There is no evidence of a 
globally effective eruption in this general time range from the published ice conng 

from Greenland (Hammer et al. 1980), and deep-sea cores in the eastern 

Mediterranean fail to record volcanic materials from this period (Guichard and 

Courty. this volume). The Leilan volcanic glass represents a regional , not a global 

event; its tangible environmental impact would have been limited to the direct 

biological repercussions of a dust and ash mantle, rather than an indirect response to 

stratospheric aerosols, such as those released in more recent times by Tambora. 

Krakatoa, or Pinatubo. A better picture of the impacts of a regional volcano may 

eventually emerge from reexamination of the potential effects of the eruption Thera 

(Santorini) in the Aegean c. 1628 B.C.E. on proxy records for Near Eastern 

vegetation (see Roberts et al.. this volume; Bottema. this volume). 

The regional settlement records immediately east and west of the Khabur Plains are 
also not consistent with that around Leilan, as might be expected if either climate or 
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vulcanism was a prime, forcing agency. An archaeological survey to the east, in the 

ll()lthem Jazira of Iraq, with an identical ecology, showed a growth of urban centers 

at the expense of smaller settlement<; during the course of the third millennium (early 

10 mid-Early Bronze Age [EBAl): subsequently these towns continued to be 

occupied but the number of satellite villages expanded (late Early to early Middle 

Bronze [MB]) (Wilkinson 1990). To the west, the survey of the ecologically 

comparable Carchemish-Birecik sector of the middle Euphrates, north of the Turkjsh

Syrian border, reveals that settlement actually reached a nadir during the early to mid

EBA, contemporary with exponential growth at Leilan, rebounding strongly during 

the late EBA to early MB; few of these sites are located on noodplains, but the 

riverine town of Carchemish in northern Syria expanded greatly after the collapse of 

Leilan (Aigaze et al. 1994). A linle upstream along the Euphrates, in the more humid 

area of the Atatiirk Reservoir. the picwre is reversed, with growth and decline 

paralleling that at Leilan (Aigaze et al. 1992). Similar inconsistencies are apparent in 

Syria west of the Euphrates River (Matthiae 1993). Without the benefit of site

specific excavations, archaeological surveys are roo coarse and generalizing t o  

provide hard answers. But such contrasting patterns of demographic and urban 

growtll or decline do not support an environmental hypothesis. Instead they suggest 

a productive avenue of exploration into shifting politico-economic constellations. 

complemented by micro-studies of socioeconomic change (e.g .. Wattenmaker 1994). 

2.2 The Palaeoclimatic Record c. 2400-1900 B.C.E.: the Near East 

The most intriguing evidence for accentuated aridity in the wider area comes from 

the Anatolian headwaters of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. The bonom sediments of 

Van Golii, an endorrheic lake, have been studied through a series of disconnected 

("floating") cores (Degens et al. 1984). The cross-correlations appear to be good, 

judging by the "best" match between vegetation trends documented in a 

radiocarbon-dated pollen core from an adjacent mountain bog (at Sogiitlii, Van Zeist 

and Bottema 1991: Fig. 18) with both the pollen record and 180 isotope trace from the 

varve-dated "noating" cores taken in the lake (sec Van Zeist and Bottema 1991: Fig. 

17; Schoell 1978). Enrichment of txo in Lake Van implies reduced dilution of lake 

Water by precipitation. presumably accompanied by shrinking lake volume (Lemcke. 

this volume). The isotope trace indicates a pronounced dry spell c. 2350-2075 B.C.E .. 

Wtth positive 180 devtatJons of up to 1.40, compared w11h negative devtations before 
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2500 and after 2075 B.C.E. (Shoell 1978: Table 1). That indicates an initially �low 

trend, culminating c. 2220 B.C.E., then reversing within about 1 50 years, in short, not 

an abrupt change. 

Assuming tJ1at the Lake Van tmce i'> vahd. modern climatic analogs in the region 

( Ka) and Johnson 19� I) •rnply greater aridit) across eastern Anatolia and the 

adJacent Khabur Plain�. as well as reduced Euphrates discharge in Mesopotamt.t. That 

may help explain increasing salinit.ation and declining crop productivity in Lower 

Mesopotamia 2350-1850 B.C.E., but the temporal overlap in only paniaJ, and this 

panicular problem ha-. been satisfactonly attributed to inten�ified cropping "llhout 

�nefit of fallow. a perennial problem 10 the area (Adams 1981:  151 -52). 

An arid climatiC trend �uch as that implied by the i<;Otop1c chemistry change in 

�ake V
.
an should leave an imprint on regional vegetation, for whtch a rca�on.tbly 

light gnd of pollen cores provides proxy records. Curiously enough. that is not the 

case (Bouema, in thL volume). 

The key examples can be discu �cd brieny. by calibrating ••c years to calendar 

dates (after Stuiver and Becker 1993) to calculate edimentation rates betwel!n the 

limited numbers of radiometric dates, and then to interpolate or extrapolate to identify 

the pollen traces for c 2400- 1900 8 C E F L k z ·b · · · . . . or a e en ar 111 the !raman Zagros there 

was an abrupt decline of oak and other tree pollen (by 40%), compensated for by 

grass and other herbaceous pollen, reversing a long-tenn trend of forest colon11,1110n 

h) some 500 year (see Van Zeist and Bottema 1991: Fig. 14). But the switch �.10 

only be dated approximately, after 2200 and before 1950 B.C.E. In the case of the 

cores from Lake Van and nearby Sogiitli.i (Van Zeist and Bottema 1991 :  Figs. 17-IX) 

there is no distinctive trend or oscillation in our selected time range, which i' 

o;urpri<>ing. to say the lea't. To the west, there is the Bey�ehir I profile. in south-centr.ll 

Anatolia. where there •� no evidence of vegetation change, JU�t as in the Ghah 1 11 

corin�. nonhwestern Syna (Van Zeist and Bottema 1991: Fig'>. 23 and 36). 

In a more o;outherly direction. the Lake lluleh core in nonhern Palestine showo; an 

abrupt decline of nrhoreal pollen, but at an interpolated date of rougl1ly 2000 B.C.F. 

(Van Zcist and Bottema 199 1 :  Fig. 37). The Lake Kinnereth core records a mod�·'t 

lllcrease of deciduou-; oak at the expen'c of olive, in the rime frame c. 2450-19110 

B C.E. (Baruch 1990). hut comparison of the O\ygcn and carbon isotope curves w11h 

tho-;c from tight I) dated speleothem' 111 Upper Galilee (Issar, Geyh. et aJ. 1 992. Fig . ., l 
�ugge,ts that this pan of the pollen profile should be some 400 years older. The! 
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tPCieothem isotopes imply a drying or wam1ing climate c. 2450-1900 B.C.E .. 

followed by a sharp reversal (Geyh 1994). hut the level of the Dead Sea was 

.elatively low throughout the period c. 2500- 1400 B.C.E., following a high stand 

during the first hall of the Larly BronL.e (Frumkin et al. 1994; sec al�;o Donahue et al. 

a.d.). 

The ring of pal) nologtcal control point<; can be amplified from further afield. in 

other areas affected by sociopolitical discontinuity. Notably, pollen cores from 

aonhwestem Anatolia (Beug 1967), Macedonia and Thessaly (Bottema 1985), Epiruo; 

(Willis 1992). OaJmatia (Jahns 1 99 1 ), and the Peloponnese (Jahns 1993) yield no 

evidence for climatic variation at  the end of the thtrd millennium. 

In effect, the sub,tantial hod) of palynological data does nor 'iupport an abrupt 

climatic change. with an amplitude of several centuries, and of regional 'ignificance. 

lakes Zeribar and lluleh are the only examples documenting greater aridity. but the 

dates are •soft" and point more toward� a shift two centuries later than the Lcilan 

Collapse horizon. Panicularly troublesome is the lack of corroboration for the Lake 

Van i otopic record, Itself not "robust" because of the ·noating" varve chronology. 

Fma.lly, even if we accept that isotopic record and the Zen bar pollen core a� 

significant records coeval with the Leilan Collapse, the aridity implied would have 

been circumscribed by the Tigris-Euphrates drainage basin. There was. then. no 

abrupt climatic shift to greater aridity affecting the larger region--the 'ear Ea<>t and 

the Aegean world--between c. 2400 and 1900 B .C .E. 

The spacing of pollen samples in most cores is sufficiently wide to allow for brief 

anomalies, measured in decades. ile nood variations in Egypt.di�cu-;o;ed below, were 

of such a scale. But such '>hOrt trends arc less likely to affect biotic stahility. whereas 

the abrupt climatic change that has heen proposed is assigned a duration of no le. s 

than three centurieo; (Wei,., et al. 1993; Couny 1994). 

3.1 The End of the Egyptian Old Kingdom 

The Egypt of the Old Kingdom (c. 2730-2230 B.C.E.) was a comple>. society and 

territorial state. It extended along the Nile from the mouth of its Delta well up'>tream 

into Nubia. exening some measure of control over the adjacent deserts, and 

commerciaJiy linked to the mar111me entrcpot of Byblos (modern Jubail. Lebanon). 

where 11 enJoyed some degree of hegemon}. Agricultural producttvity was entire!) 

dependent upon the tiC noods. derived from tropical rainfall tn the EtlliOplan 
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highlands, far removed from the mid-latitude westerly circulation th:u dominated the Aegean world and western Asia. The aridification of the Sahara during the founh and third millennia affected vel) small populations m already precanou' microenvironment� (Kroepclin. thi'> volume). and had little -;ignificance for Old Krngdom Egypt. 

At the end of the Dyna�ty 6 (c. 2420-2230). Egypt underwent poljtical -;implification and decentr.Jii£ation. The next two centuries. known �,.., the First lntem1ediate Period. were remembered a-. a time of anarchy. causally linked to 'ile failure, starvation, and political impotence (sec sources in Butzer 19X4) Various textual elaboration\ on famllle. abandoned farm lands. and di�located people '>t:em to impl) that the agricultural '>}�tem lost liS ability to �ustain previou\ le\els of productivity. Food redi�tnbutioo in tunes of need a<; well as the restoration of agricultural production became political virtues. The difficulty of interpretmg this "lamentation" literature, much of it written shortly after the political re-uruficallon of Egypt, lie"> in '>Orting out fact from ideological interpretation. 
Three agncultural disa\ler' can indeed he recognized. The fiN tool-. place whrle an 1\nkhtifi wa'> a provincial governor in upper Egypt. c. 221 0-2185; he prided hrmself on being the lirst ruler to dl\trihute famine �upplies. The second relate to another go,·emor. Djehutr. c. 2 1 00, who was obliged to find food to <>upply the marn temple m TI1ehes dunng certain famine years. The third comes from a collection of letten. h} the owner or a network of estate-;, l-lekanakht, written in 2002. 

For the period in question, the Egyptian information base is unrivaled. �0 that Old Kingdom collapse merits critical examination. The issue<> will be di cu sed in two parts. First I}. did the First lntem1ediare Penod coincide with several centurie' ol row ile nood..,, or were the three episode. of Nile failures nothing but short-term anomalies of monsoonal rainfall in Ea<>t Africa? Secondly. are there more convincing. alternative explanation for Old Kingdom devolution? 

3.2 Nile Flood Behavior during the Late Third Millennium 
Three proxy records arc now available to facilitate more objective resolution of 

ile history· two from East Afnca and one from the ile Delta. These are \umrnanzed here. with indl\ rdual •�c dates or O\erall '>edrrnentation rates recalibrated to calendar 
years accordrng to the program of Stui,er and Reimer ( 1991). Equally important has 
hl!en research rn Egypt's Fayum Depres\lon. an adjunct of the Nile Valley, that helps 
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1 a surprisingly complex noocl history in the context of the other proxy 

. The new Fa) urn sequence is analyzed and synthe<;ited fun her below. 

Although mainl) located in Kenya. Lake Turkana (Rudolf) now derives 80 or 901R 

its water from the Orno River bas111. in the western highlands of Ethiopia. Although 

anomalies in the Blue Nile catchment are not always in phase with those of 

Atbara or Sobat river<; (northeast and west of the Blue ile). Holocene trends in 

volume are broadly similar to nucnrations in the level of Lake Tur�ana. That lake 

was moderately high c. 3200-3000 B.C.E .. at an intermediate level c. 2750-2200. 

rising abruptly to it' overnow level 2 1 50-2050. then dipping hacl-. brieny to its 

illlemlediate stage c. 1700. before returning to overflow level c. 1 600-1500 (Butter 

1 980b, Owen et al. 19X2: HarvC) 1982). Thts segment of the lal-.e level trace. 

approximately fixed h) 15 •�c dates. defines the major trend but has a relatively 

coarse resolution of ±100 years. It mninly identifies periodicities in the order of 

several centurie . 

Cores taken from the ned of Lal-.e Turkana now complement the lake·s recent 

history with higher resolution. Taken 111 the northern part of the lal-.e. Core LT 84-ZP 

provides a measure for the in nux of Omo River ediment, anchored on ••c dates and 

interpolated for interval 50 to 100 years in length (Halfman ct al. 1992). TI1ere arc 

strong fluctuations at this calc. "ith high innuxes c. 3350-3075 and 2875 B.C.E .. 

intem1ediate innuxes c. 2600-2300 and 2 1 25-2050. and low innuxes c. 2975. 2200. 

and after 1900. The march with the lake level trace is good, except that there i no 

correspondence with the high lake stand c. 1 500 B.C.E. 

That event does howe\er find \upport in cores from the nonhea\tern ile Delta. 

analyt.ed by neutron acuvation for mre e;\rth element<; in the silt fraction (Hamrou.,h 

and Stanley 1990; MEDIBA 1991 ). u\ing ratios ol lanthanum to lutetium and of 

chronuum to scandium. Lower values of the flf'lt imply greater Blue ile discharge: 

higher values of the �econd infer either greater While ile and/or Atbara discharge or 

reduced Blue �ill! inllux (for dataha\e see: Kamm.'U' et al. 1 992). The result<> from 

three, differentially compressed cores (S-7. 22 and 36) are difticult to fully reconcile 

and have only coar..,e resolution. hut they closely replicate the Lake Turkana trace: 

moderately high Blue :-:ite influx c. 31 00-2900 B.C.E .. mainly low after 2900. to a 

mmmmm at c. 2250. then rising raprdl) to a maximum c. 1750-1500 B.C.E. ll1i<.. 

jU\IIfies the use of Lal-.c Turkana as a pro>.y for 1le behaviOr. 
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Direct geoarchaeological associations are given in the Fayum Depression.linked to 
the nearby ile floodplain by a secondary channel. Here high Holocene lal..e-, were 
supported by influx of Nile tlood waters, with recessions during periods of lower 
floods. The chronology of early historical lakes is established near the western margin 
of the residual Birket Qarun. around the small temple of Qasr ei-Sagha. Publrcation 
how�ver .. is so fragmented as to require detailed delineation. The datum i� given by � 
humtc soil. developed on lacustrinc White Silts, with Neolithic and terminal Paleolithic 
sites; that soil marks the beginning of a recession and is dated c. 3900 B.C.E. {Ginrer 
et al. 1982b). The archaeological referents are the temple, allrihuted to Seso,tris n 
(I 897-1878 B.C.E.): a quay or breakwater. linked to a causeway of diabase blocks 
with 5th or 6th dynasty pottery (c. 2525-2230 B.C.E.); and two workmen'� 
s�nler�1ents. related to episodic quarrying up on the plateau. the primary occupation 
of wh1ch has pottery suggesting the period of Amenemhet 111 (1843-1797 B.C.E.). 
while a secondary. re-occupation has IJth dynasty pollery ( 1790-1674 B.C. E.) 
(Arnold and Arnold 1979). Two ••c dates of about 1690 and 1740 B.C.E. IDa!.!an
Ginter et al. I 984) confirm the age of these occupations in the Ea<;tern Sellkn�cnt. 
while the foundation of the western counterpart has an approximate date of 1 880-
1920 B.C.E. I lowever. charcoal in an oven pit under the Eastern Settlement is d:1ted 
2340 ± 70 B .C.E .. i.e. to Dynasty 6 (see Ginter et al. 1 982b: 1 09 1 1 <; F. "'7) ·r1 . . . . rg . . 1 • 1ere 
rs then a delinite late Old Kingdom presence, in addition to a variety of M1ddle 
Kingdom stnrctures related to the two main episodes of royal building activity Ill the 
eastern Fayum. under Sesostris II and Amenemhet 111. 

The sedimentary sequent, co ·st 1· r . B . 
�;; nsr s o 1 0UJ rown Sands, representing 

transgreso;rve beach depo!>its up to 20-24m (above modern sea level). separated by 
re�essional stages. lower by at lca.�t X- !Om (Ginter et al. 1982a: especially Figs. 6-7: 
Gmter et al. 1982b). Brown Sand I {20m lake) rests on the fossil soil and predates 
construction of the quay in late Old Kingdom times. The quay was built during the 
first recession. and was designed to load boats in an elevation range of 1 2-20m. 
Brown Sand 2 (22m) is embanked against this quay. The temple was built durinu the 
second recession, the workmen settlements 50 or so years later. Wave a: t ron 
accompanying Brown Sand 3 (22 rn) undermined the perimeter wall foundation' of 
the Western Settlement (at 22m) and reduced it to 30cm of debris. The site wa� 
reused· in part hy a small garrison. during the third recession some 50-I 00 years later. 
only to he finally destroyed by the highe�t transgression. Brown Sand 4 (24m). ·n1e 
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stratigraphy of Ginter et al. ( 1982a. 1982b) is corroborated by a profile of Said. 

Albritton et al. ( 1970: 48. 50. 52). 

Interpretation of the four episodes of exceptionally high. Nile noods that surged 

into the Fayum is facilitated b) the trend of specific ile flood levels recorded for 

dyna.�ties I to 5 (Bell 1970). and the inscription of catastrophically high Nile floods c. 

1842-1770 B.C.E. at the Semna Cataract in Nubia (Bell 1975; De Puller I 994). TI1e 

oldest (Brown Sand l) predates Dynasty 6. and can be assigned to Dynasty I (c. 

3050-2950 B.C.E.). when flood levels averaged a meter higher than during dynasties 

3. 4, and 5; one meter higher represents an increase of about 30% in volume (Butzer 

1976: 28). The second episode {Brown Sand 2) wa� 2m higher still. and fits between 

2200 and 1900 B.C.E .. but cannot be fixed more precisely. The third episode (Brown 

Sand 3) was of similar magnitude, and is recorded after 1842 B .C.E. at Semna. which 

indicates a catastrophic nood every third year or so; peak nood volumes were three 

times those of the ten highest nood� of the 19th century (Bell I 975). implying a nood 

crest 2-4m higher in Egypt (Butzer 1976: 29). The last episode (Brown Sand 4) was 

the highest. and post-dates the mid-1600s. 

Combined with the prOX) record� from Lake TurJ...ana and the l'\ik Delta. the Qasr 

el-Sagha sequence completes this �ynthctic overview of Egyptian flood history 

between 3000 and 1500 B .C.E.; it has a range of uncertainty of less that ± 50 years. 

Nile floods were high c. 3 J00-2900, then lower, with a brief minimum around 2200. 

Exceptionally high noods were again common c. 2150-1900. I 840-1770. and 1600-

1500. The complex arguments necessary to arrive at these conclusions illustrate the 

need for detailed resolution and convergent Lines of evidence in paleoclimatology. s o  

as t o  leave little ambiguity <L'> t o  the direction of change. Until dendroclimatological 

sequences become avail:tble in the Near East. this is the best level of resolution 

currently possible in the region for the third millennium. 

Applied to the sociopolitical history of Egypt. an image of drought at the end of 

the Old Kingdom was impressed in ancient Egyptian memory by recurrent Nile failure 

in the rime of Ankhtifi. c. 2210-2185 B .C.E. In turn, three documented ile fnilures 

between 2200 and 2000 gave modern researchers (including this author) the 

misleading impression that thil> wa� a time of generally low Niles and dearth, in part 

based on the didactic Egyptian "lamentatJon" literature. The fact is that Egyptian� 

mamly had to cope with de�tructively lugh Ooods. over a span of about 600 years. 

There is a lesson here. not to ac;.,ume too much from scattered bits of information. 
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The devolution of the Egyptian �tate into a number of petty principalities wa� already far advanced when An"-htifi proclaimed his magnanimny a� a provincial ruler. Put d1fferemly. the Old Kingdom had collap-.ed befon! the low- 111e anomaly of the 8th and 9th dynastic�. That Will have compounded the '>OCiopolitical tumtoll but the roots of political decentralization go back two centuries prior to Old Kmgdom collapse. The anarchy spawned by devolution subsequently set i n  train a number of social adju\lmems. Titesc generaliLation� can now be examined. 

3.3 Old Kingdom Devolution: Decentralization 
The authorit} of the pharaoh ''·" inniall} uncontested. but construction of the great pyramids came at a price. and al.,o �et a precedent for permanent mortuaf\ cults. supported by tax-exempt land endowments. Both �uch mstitutional estates ami the ''piou� foundation<>". i.e .. land donations to temples, were authonLed on an increa�ingly large scale during Dynasty 5 (c. 2420-2380 B.C.E.). Titis. \liithdrew prime agricultural lands and their produce from the revenue base (Kemp t9X � 85, 10+ 107). and allowed the larger temples to emerge as strong competitor<. for power. At the same time. key bureaucrats and provincial mngnatc� began to build \umptuou� tomb ... and de facto governor\ combined all branches of administration 111 the1r provinces (Baer 1960: 2KI -286). Pepi I (c. 2360-2330 B.C.E.) fomted a clme d)'nastic alll.mce with a promment f<Ultily from Upper Egypt. where prov111cinl autonomy was graduall} being consolidated. perhaps with the pharaoh ·s suppor as a misguided effort to counterbalance the exce�sive power of the high le\'cl bureaucracy in the capital (B:.�er J 960: 30 1 -302). On his death, thnt famil) practKall} n1led the countr} 111 the name of lu� underage sons. Merenre (died within a year) and Pcpi II (c. 2330-2240 B.C.E.). e�pediting the proces'> of decentralu:at1on (Baer 1960: 297-29�). A futile attempt to re:.��-.ert central authority may be indicated by a uddcn drop in the ranking of titles for provincial governors after about his 40th regnal }ear. Whatever the competence of Pepi II as a marure monarch, nfter he had outlived h" dominating uncle , his ab1lity to rule effectively in his old age will have been <;e,erd) cunailed. At his death. the Egyptian state promptly disintegrnted imo a suite of reg1onal principalities (O'Connor 1974) or city states (Kemp 1 9�3: J 77). with pcmer de\'olvmg to powerful local f.unifles. a' the culnunation of a two-century. acceleraung decline of central authority. 
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1��2 Joffe

,
( l 993) and others· (B)blo<>) Seger (1989, 1995), Brandl ( 1 992). Staffr <. ) K�ime ( 1 976), ��� Contens�n ( 1 989), Saghieh ( 1983); (Ra<; Shamra, Amuq, nma 

tth'ae ( l 982) Matthiae et al. ( 1 985). Coou and Persiani ( 1993). and o.thers:99<
E
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)· 
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(� a �t·unia) Ga�ld ( 1 97 1 ). Porada et al. Oates ( 1985). SchwanL and We1ss ( I  - • e<;op • 
(1992). 

. 1 . • as aho linJ,.ed to the Byblo'> Old Kingdom pro'l>erit} and, mdm!ctly roya 1:>0 \\.cr. '" 
. r d to redi<;tribution and even credit at trade, a royal monopoly th.ll pmbabl} wa\ app 1e 

. 
bl · . at"graphy and imphcnuons of the pharaoh's disposal. Fortunntc.:ly. the pro c.:matlc str 1 

. h" 'h ( 1983) The town was ft�t founded a., thts sue have now been resolved b} Sag 1c - · 
. 

I d ·15 early temple has architectural an unwalled cttlcment. at the time of D) nast) ·an • 
. . . I Kif) Eg tian innuence nppears immedratcly elements of Mc�opotamian ongm (leve · • YP 

after the subsequent hurn111g and destruction o pu 1 IC ut 1 · • I I J' h "ld"ngs· a new tempfe Wa\ 
built Ill plainly Eg) ptian St) le (kvel Kill), and B} bios wa� now fonlfied. Kfll potter} 

types are found 111 Egypuan tombs of dyn,l\Ue\ . an c. - - · 
. . 1 d 4 ( 2730-?S?O B C E.) (Table 

1),  suggesting that the polit1cal �hilt was re ate to even s · . 1 'd , 1 ('> Egypw1n military acuon ) 
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at the end of Dyna t) 2 or dunng D) nast) 3. With level KJV that temple was 
modified and enlarged. to incorporate o;patial arrangements p10neered by D)nao;ty s. 
But the KJV town wa systematu.:all) destroyed during the reign of Pepi n. ao; dated 
by good-; inscribed with hi� cartouche. When Byblos wao; rebuilt. 111 Akkadian urnes 
it'\ public buildings emulated 

' 

Me<;opotamian and Anatolian modcll-: Egyptian hegemony had been replaced by 
Mesopotamian indirect control. 

Byblos reprc<;ented the pharaonic commercial entrepot in A m, regardless of 
\\-hether or not there wa<; an l:g)pllan miluary presence. 111c town wao; prohabl) 
deo;tro) ed h) Sargon of Akkad or one of lu� immediate predece<>\Or\ of the late Early 
Dyna\tic Ill  bee helow), thirty-,ome )cars into the reign of Pepi I I .  Regardless of who 
<>acked Byblo<;. the impact of it<; del-truction for the Egyptian state will have been 
catastrophic--by putting an abrupt end to the pharaonic trade monopoly and its 
lucrative profits. That will have left Pepi II devoid of the currency of power, at a time 
when the faltering Egyptian monarchy de<�perately needed 11. Fmally, after the death 
ol the king. the respect probahl) -.till accorded to hi per...on no longer e>.temkd to 
the kingsh1p. 

There alo;o appearo; to have been a progressive economic declme during the re1gn 
ol Pep1 II. Judgmg by an overall reduction in the siLe and opulence of funerary 
architecture among both low and lugh-echelon officiaJs, in the capital as well a\ 1n the 
provinces (Kanawati 1977). That generaliLation appears to be contradicted hy closer 
study of a very large sample of cemeterieo; and rock-cut tombs at Qau. the dating of 
which was tightly controlled hy pottery senation (Seidlmayer 19H7). Here both the 
numher of pot' placed in gra\ e-. and the volume of the burial chambers incre<t'>ed 
stead II) through D) nast} 6 and the F1�t lntennediate Period, until the reunifiL.Itlon 
of Egypt. declming with equal regularit) thereafter. l11io; ic; attnbuted to gre•Her 
econonuc prospcnty. 

During Dynasty 6, what i-; toda) called "capital" shifted from Memphis to the 
provinces, continuing to accumulate in local centers until re-unification, after whiLh 
the provincial centers were onl:e again 1mpoveri�hed. Ktmawati 'c; ( 1 977) argument �� 
ha-.ed mainly on rock-cut, elite tomb' and on provincial centers m M1ddlc rather than 
Upper Egypt In conjunction. the two \IUd1cs o;eem to imply a gre.uer equ<�hLatlon of 
'�ealth aero s the clac;s c;pectrum. hut .In une\en equahLallon of c�1p11al an•ong 
diflaent center-. aJong the ;>.iile \ alley. l11e ehtes. now d1.,per\ed away from the 
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capital. were less wealthy than before. but they were not impoverio;hed
. 
either. judgmg 

by gold objects and beads from B)blos found in tombo; at Qau hclongmg to dyoa\tles 

8 to 10. 
The funerary architecture speako; for decentralization. reduced elite wealth, <>omc 

equahLation of wealth across the cht'>S spectrum. and capital accumulation around 

new nodes of provincial power bet ween c. 2300 and 2 1 10 B .C.E. That ts 

incompatible with repetitive agricultural disa.<;ters. which should 1no;tead lead to rural 

impoverishment and depopulation. something precluded by the Qau cemetery record. 

But it is consonant with pohucal devolution. social readjuc;tments. and reduced 

economic producuvity--a typ1cal outcome of weakened politico-economic 

integration (see Buw:r 1990. 1994). 

By 2 1 50 B.C.E. an increasing fraction of the male population was buried 

collectively in the rock-cut tombs of powerful men, matching a shift in 

representational art. which once had shown "big men" in a mix of bucolic and 

domestic context<>. hut now dep1cted them surrounded hy c;quads of retamer<> rather 

than family membero;. with a novel emphasis on anned men (Seidlmayer 1987). l11i' 

suggests a change from a \UCiet) organiLed around family unit\. to one focused on 

patron-client coterie'>. perhap., analogous to the proto-leudal organtzauon ol 

Merovingian Gaul around "big men·· and their retinues. Such trends norn1ally '>tem 

from prevailing insecurity and v1olence. If these inferences are correct, then the 

underlying theme of anarch} in the "lamentation'' literature becomes appropnate: 

political devolution would have brought a breakdown of law and order, that wa� 

confronted by a militaritation of �ociery at the local level. The practice was ended 

under Sesostris m ( 1 H78-1 K-l2 B.C .E.). who seems to have neutralized the local or 

provmcial "war-lords'' and thuo; completed t11e return to autocratiC central authorit). 

This anal) sis of Old Kingdom collapse <>uggests an altemauve o;cenario or model. 

unrelated 10 ecological disaster. It emphasizes elements of internal weakness that. 

amplified by feedback loop-; and accentuated by external cri�is, led to political 

devolution and subsequently provoked adaptive. social change. The Egyptian 

"insider's" view of these events i� eloquently rendered hy the controverc;ial 

"admonitions" of Jpuwer. a htany of �ocial chaos. probably addressed to a new 

pretendent to the throne after the fall of the Old Kingdom (see te\1 in Faulkner 1 965) 

Most of the pao;.,ages reprec;em a d1alectic around the theme that the h1gh-bom and 

the wealth) were deprived of the1r propert} or d1gn1t). wh1le \lmple people or 
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robbers basked in undeserved glory or ill-gouen gains. This didactic device \crved 10 
afftrm the tradnional values of the old social order. More significant are comments 00 
the prevalence of violence. land laid waste. hunger. and towns de�troyed- possibly 

with reference to civil war and a breaJ...down of law and order. The living J...mg was 

deposed by the rabble. and the tombs of dead kings looted. implying disrespect for 

the kingship and the previous dynasties. The palace and the temple stood empty, 

perhaps because Memphis had been abandoned as the capital. Lastly. the archive 

and land record had hcen thrown out or destroyed . perhaps a symbolic note: 111,ened 

by lpuwer, hut possihly also an allusion to rampag1ng mobs during the last days of 

Memphis. 

But the end of the Old Kingdom had nothing to do with a social revolution. which 

llself IS a modern concept. l11e successors of Pepi II were di empowered when rival 

provincial magnates gradually withdrew their suppo11 for the kingship. and 

ub equemly engaged in numerous military raids or minor wars in a vain truggle for 

supremacy that dragged on for two centuries ( llayes 1971 ). Even so, decentralttatlon 

was a cominu1ng process. until a ne''. Theban dyna,ty began to consolidate pO\\er 

and ultunatcly restored the kingdom. There was no "revolution" or ,ystemic 

1mplos1on. as the incremental changes io hurial pallems and grave good\ verify 

(Seidlmayer 19!!7). But the periodic warfare supported by vary ing alliances ol war 

lords '"'a'> brutal. 1ncludmg the plundenng of cemeteries by troops (Hayes 1971. 466). 

and insecurity or desolation must have descended on some contested area' for 

decades at a time. 

Much like the '·lamentation .. literature. other Egyptian records of the Old 

Kingdom are tntrospective. The) never reveal the degree to wh1ch Eg) pt ''a' 

mterl inJ...ed With the out�ide world. nor the economic interdependency that bound the 

�ocietie of the Near East during the third millennium. l11U<, we must turn to the 

archaeological record of Palest me for insight into processes of change different than 

those in Egypt, that draw attention to the irnponancc of commercial network me and 

military confrontation between the two countnes. 

-

4.1 Early Bronze Palestine: Ecological and Ethnic Dichotomies 

The Early to Middle Bront.e Age archaeology of Palestine drive' home the po1nt 

that Old K mod om Eg) pt appro 
· 

'd 1 · 
"' \ ltnah.: w 1at 1s now a nat1on \late. By contrast. e\en 

at liS apex of th1rd nllllennium urbani�m. Palest me wac; a melange of small. prooahly 
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�au'lonon·1ouc; townc; and nascent city-states, possibly interconnected by rival 

confederacies or ephemeral pnncipalitie' that controlled several towns and their 

hinterland. Its socio-politiCal organization wac; le�-; complex than that of Egypt and. 

• default of written record'>. it'> bureaucratic instttutions less elaborate. 

In economic tenns. Palestine resembled Syria and the broader Aegean world. with 

�egional cluster of nodal points engaged in complex networks of short and long

distance interaction. How this translates imo political tem1s--on the spectrum ol 

mdepeodence. autonomy. alliances. hegemon). or direct control--i largely obscure, 

because of a tack of f<mHliar modern precedents for loosely-structured commerctal 

centers along the axes ot .1 m:lJor trading networL Such clusters or centers fo tered 

lhe exchange of ideas, and did not represent a commercial and cultural periphery. l n  

lhe Bronte Age. eastern ;\1editerranean world. '\uch configurations were common and 

apparently stable for centunes at a time. but also prone to abrupt and synchronouc; 

simplification. followed hy renewed elaboration and conm1ercial reintegration after a 

century or two, thus at the end of the Early Bronte or the Late Bronze Age. 

A second contrast between mid-third millennium Egypt and Palestine wac; in 

regard to agroccology and what that implies m the economic and social spheres. 

Largely surrounded by hyperarid desens. Egypt was practically homogeneous in 

ecological tenns. composed almo<>t exch1S1vely of farmers practicmg Oood or irrigauon 

agriculture, regardless of elite . tockraising in marginal noodplain environments. But 

Palestine, in the prevailmg archaeological conception. was ecologically riven 

between groups practicing agriculture versus tho<;e engaged in pastorali'>m. as well as 

spatially between sedentary and nomadic foml' of seulemcnt. Some archaeologist 

have created a polarity hctween "edentary agriculturali'>tS and nomadic pastoralists-

a' distinct ethmc rather than 'ociocconomic groups. perhap'\ even belonging to 

ditferem lingui\IIC fa111ilic\. These dichotomies tend to be implicitly superimposed on 

evolutionary schemata--of di.,pcrsed seulement' consolidating 1nto nucleated towns 

or vice vcrsa--\O as to introduce an additional, procc sual dialectic. Such implicit 

models have a variety ot roots: deep-�eated misconceptions about the pracuces of 

Mediterranean agriculture. the old dichotomy of "the desert and the sown." notions 

of "blacJ... tent nomadi"m" such as that ot the R\\-ala Beduin, or oversimplified vie\\ c; 

of the Arab expansion 111 earl) lsl:unic hi. tory (S. Rosen and Avni 1993). As a result. 

urban collapse toward\ 2200 B .C .E. 1\ commonly linJ...ed to the a\Ccndanc) ot 

pastoral groups 
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Pa�torali�m is noted for the versatility of its adaptations today (Galat) and Johnson 

1992). and there is reason to believe that It also evolved rapid!) over tune us 

. r d r 

J t as 
�pec1a •ze 1 0nns of agriculture have. Yet it� prehistory is poorly under<;t()(>d. hecau�e 

.�rchaeological resolution ha.<, lagged and remains d1fficult (Bar-Yoset and Khazanov 

1991 ). Sever�l points hear emphasi� in regard to interpretation of the Palesuman Early 

Bronze Age, 111 support of the generalwuion� offered above: 

a� Historic�•lly and ethnographical ly. agro-pastoralism in subhumid Meducrranean 

environments was a un1fied. complementary enterpnse (Stager J985b; Spurr 1986, 

ButLer 1988. 1994a. 1996: Whittaker 1988). P:�rmers worked their fields and also kept 

llvestod. for milk products. meat. and fiber. During the cool �eason. sheep or goats 

were grazed on fallow or stubble . where their manure provided the fertilizer 

necessaf) for long-term productivity. During the warm season. anim:.Js were herded 

on the rougher terrain of the locaJ commons, or driven beyond a town's jurisdiction, 

to mountain pastures used through leasing arrangements. n1e latter lrt\.olved 

professional �hepherd-;, rarely accompMicd by family member-.. The �witch fmm loc:tl 

10 medium or long-d•�t.lrtce movement� \\a<; dictated b) the o;i.te of herds. and large 

herds tended to rellect wealthy or corporate owners , 1.e. a commercial component 

ln
.
the early Middle Ages, Christian or Mu<,lim herders drove sheep or cattk bad.. 

and forth across the shifting fronuer ;;ones of Spain, in long-distance treks. •n part to 

<>ell at market; lmcr. under tJle designatiOn Me. ta. the herds of large cit1es. grandees or 

the king were driven across the length of the peninsula (B utzer 1988). Except for the 

scaJe, there were '>•milar '>tate-owned herclc; in Ur 1JJ and Old Bab\ l(lman 

Mes�potarnia (Zeder 1994: Kraus 1966), and the contracts binding o;hephercl� m the 

Spam�h Mesta recall tho<>e of the Code of Hammurabi (f. J. Meek 111 Pritchard. 1 969 

Laws 261 -267); '>uch conventions arc therefore deeply grounded in Mediterranean 

common law. bad at least to the time of Jlammurabi. i.e., to be)ond 1750 B.C 1 
Related, ecological patterns of p:tsture management are apparent in Spain by 4000 

B .C .E. (Stevenson and llarrison 1 992). The hallmark of \uch vanable foml' of 

rranshumance 1s that tl h, d b 1 . 
. 

• 1e cr '> e ong to '>edentary v1llage� or town folk. '' ho 

pracuce ful l-time cult•vation. Above aU. pa.storall'>ln and cultivation ,,�,.re 

complementary strategll!:. to minimite -;ubsi�tence-risk, a criucal fact overlooked h) 

Wllkino;on ( 1994) in his emphac;i<> on vulnerability to climactic anomaJies. 

b) By contra<,t, nomadism refers to the -;easonal rounds of herds that :Jre 
accompanied b) their owners. the•r families. and \Ome or all of their belonging., There 
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several degreec; of nomadism. :tnd such :.ctivities have not been confined to 

desert m:.rgins. In the southern Balkan ... for at least a millennium prior 10 

J912. minority Vlachs ol Lmin tongue lived easonally in perm:tnent mountain 

villages. following their herds into the Greek. Slavic. Albanian. or Turki�h-spcaking 

lowlands, where they occupied seasonal settlements during the cool season 

(&uennann 1967: 120-195). These patterns of the Aramani Vlachs :.re accentuated 

among their Sarakatsani brethren, who originally Jacked pem1anent <;enlements. 

although their <;ea onal d\\.elling-. and ammal shed\ were elabomte. and would leave 

8 complex archaeological record of po'>t holes :tnd rock-w:.ll rubble. In recent 

decades, the SaraUtsani h,we mo,ed into :.bandoned mountain villages, or �ettled 

down on the lowland margins. Where .,uch sem1-nomadic peoples had access to 

cultivable land. they pmcuced supplementary agriculture. but in general they filled 

the ecological :.nd spatial interstices of sedentary societies, as a margmalized 

socioeconomjc cia s or :.s different ethnicities. Distinguishing o;uch semi-nomadic 

groups from agro-pastoral societies in the archaeological record would probabl} 

requ1re extensive exca' ationc; 111 an adequate number of .;maJI sites. selected in 

d1stmctive ecological contexts. For the moment. that leaves con�•derablc unccrtaint) 

in regard to the interpretation of -.m:tll Early Bron£e sites 1n Palec;tine. 

c) The camel nomads of the "ethnographiC present" (e.g .. Musil 1928) d1d not 

e"ist in the third millennium, when the camel and horse had not yet been 

domesticated. Camel<>. ra1-.ed for the•r milk products b) nomad1c bedum. can \ubsist 

on ephemeral desert pastures inadequate for other livestock. and can carry the 

baggage of whole encampments. Ho.-..e not only reinforced that mob1lity. but made 

swift. mounted pa�torali<;t., a military force to be reckoned with. The Biblical image of 

destructive Amorite raidcrc; belongs to a later era. ac; do the horsed bedum '" ho 

terrorized Palestine during the Ottoman era (-;ee Esse 1991: 19-25). Such historical 

dichotomies did not ex1st 2200 B.C.E. Without such military advant:.ges. the -.mall 

contingents of inter<;titial or marginal pastoralist" or Early Bron.te Palestine can have 

had ljnJe more than a nuis:.nce effect through pelt) tl11every for the much larger 

�edentary popul:ttions implied hy the very scale or agricultural labor. The instructions 

ot the Egypti.111 ruler ;\lenkare (c. 2 1 00 B.C.E.) argue the point explicitly: the 

nomadic pastorali�t docs not conquer, yet cannot be conquered; he may rob a !'ingle 

per;on. hut he cannel \eJ£e a populou' tO\\Il (J A. Wtlc;on. m Pritchard. 1969 416) 

Occupying spcc1fic economic niches and complementing each other through the 
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exchange of produce. meat. milk products. and dung, the edentar} and non

sedentary peoples of Palestine mo'>t probably formed symbiotic relationships. It seems 

implausible that pastoral groups living in or arou nd Palestine had either means or 

motive to destroy urbanized civilitation in Palestine in the third millenium. 

4.2. Early Bronze Palestine: Settlement, Economy, Time 

The Early Bronze Age of Palel.tinc is subdivided into time fmmes that pantllel 

events in Egypt. renecting the close mteractions between the two regions !Stager 

1992: Amiran and Gophna 1992. Finkelstein and Gophna 1993: llartung 1994). 

During EBla (spanning • a gada I I  a-lib and Maadi). Egyptian-'>tyle potter} --maml) 

household wares--was being made m several settlements of southwestern Pale�tine. 

suggesting at least some Egyptian cmftsmen in residence c. 3750-3550 B .C.E. 

(Brandl 1992). The Egyptian presence broke off at the beginning of EBfh (equ1valent 

to agada llc-Ulc, c. 3550-3150 B.C.E.). while Canaanite wares appeared in 

incre�lsing quantity at Upper Egyptian sites. By about 3350 B.C.E. these included 

great quantities of imponed wme jugs in royal tombs. ot long thereafter. Eg) pt1an 

way stations were e tablished along the nonh Sinai coasts and Egyptian potter� \\ere 

ree\tahli-;hed in adjacent pan., of Palestine (EBic, Seger 1995). Egyptian as well as 

local. clay seal-impressions suggest the pre<>ence of some bureaucratic institutions. 

Large. mainly Egyptian storage vats and tall, cylindrical vessels also appear. 

presum:lhly for olive oil carried back to Egypt by donkey C<lravans. 

This intensive overland trade seems to have broken off late in Dynasty I (c. 3000 

B.C.E.). That marks the beginning of EBII. when Egypt's Near Eastern trade began 

to switch to large '>hips. pl)ing the open o;ea between the Nile Delta and B}blo�. Tite 

EB II appears to span dynao;lles I to 3, judging by final 14C dates of c.  2600 B.C. E. 

(Arad: Stager 1992: 11. 5 1 ) .  During EBIII time (dynasties 4 to 6, c. 2660-2::!30 

B.C.E.). Egypt's main commercial Iinke; were with Byblos. Titis mariume trade 

(Drower and Bottero 1971: 343-35 I )  terminated abuptly with Pepi II. when B) bios 

was destroyed (Saghieh 1983). EBIII ended at about this time. to he replaced by the 
EBIV (also Middle Bronze I or lntenncdiate Bronze), notable for a fundamental 

change in settlement. 

The Egyptians depended on Syria and Palestine for raw materials such as timb<:r 

(e\l:>eciall) for long cedar beams or planks). lir resin or Dead Sea asphalt (<�' 
adhc. 1ves). and copper (for metallurgy). hut espec1ally for wme and ohve 011. for cult 
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purvoses and elite use (Stager 1985b). Wine is verified as an import by grape pips in 

11'5 dated c. 3350 B.C.E. (Ab)dO'> cemeteries. of Nagada 
_
mal age: �la�un� 1994). 

()live oil is trickier to prove. since olive pits or wood are difficult to dlstmgutsh as to 

wild or cultivated. The oldest possible wine press in Palestine dates to EBib, bu
.
t 

only become common in the EBIII (Esse 1991: 1 1 9- 1 25). However the oil 

�� . h t  
lamps of many EBll sites suggest olive oil already was common, at the same ttme t a 

clay pastes resistant to acid and suitable for long-term oil stor
.
age bec

.
ame stand�d fo

_
r 

large pottery vessels (M1roschedji 1989). This suppons the nnpress10n that ohve �11 

wa� exponed to Egypt Ill quantity ... omewhat before D) nasty I .  renecting commercial 

production of wine and olive in Pale\tine by the end of EBlb. 
. 

Significant agroeconomic changes are apparent amid the foothills debouc�mg on 

the coastal plain, where a string of large villages appeared along gently-dtssec�ed 

stream valleys or near large springs at the head of small catchments. The populauon 

of this ecotonal belt. with 300-500 mm rainfall today . increa�ed several fold bcl\�een 

EBia and EBlb (Gophna and Portugali 1988). but the northern third (the Pl
.
am of 

Sharon) lost half its popuhHIOn by EBII times, wherea some of the larger VIllages 

funher south (the Shephelah) took on a more urban character and were surrounded 

by <;tout walls. Scattered c;mall townc; al.o appeared in small basm� of the central hill 

· tl Upper Jordan catchment 
country, as well as near permanent water sources m 1e 

<Finkelstein and Gophna 1993: Esse 1991).  

Towards the end of EBII. a number of towns were ab:lndoned and the northern 

Shephelah lost a third of its population, while that of the southern Shephelah 

increased by a half (Gophna and Portugali 19g8. and other sources). That trend 

continued during the early EBIII. These drastic realignments probably
. 

reilect
. 
1110� 

complex processes than local c;hifts in hegemonic control. That ImpreSSIOn IS 

heightened by more detailed analysis of urban histories during the cour<>e of EBII and 

Ill (Callaway l980, Seger 1989. 1995). Of nine key Shephelah towns. four date ba:k 

to EBlla or earlier, and one was abandoned at the end of EBIIb and three more y 
· . f EBIIlb2 

the beginning of EBIIIb l .  Only two towns remained by the beglllnlng � · 

one of these surviving well into EBIV. The pattern in other pans of Palesune appear� 

to be similar. with a general depopulation under way by the end of EBIIIa (perhaps c.  

2500 B.C.E.), and settlement discontinuity almost complete by the end of EBlllb I 

(perhaps 24()() B.C.E.) (Seger 1989). Whatever the nature of the crisis. urban 

devolution of EBUI Palesune wa<; progres IVe and essentially complete a century 
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before the EBIV becomes archaeologically visible i e well b f I . .  

c. 2200 B.C.E. 

- , . . e ore tle cnucal date of 

Assuming 200 people per hectare within a compact fort"fi d 

EBII/111 t h 

. ' te settlement th 
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me 
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• 

d' . 
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.
d. But the 
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. 
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. . 
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f 1 
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• ' . IVIIlg Ill Specta( quarters and r d 0 t Je�e town fabrics perhaps r . . . 
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supp
.
'� through 

b d . 

r ea t 1  and malnutntton, judging 

y eptessed stature and dental hypoplasias, while life ex 

years (Smith 1989) A � . . 
. 

pectancy was about 30 

glance. 
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. 
The function of the EBII-111 towns is panty eluct·dated 

1 

by their location. All are 

ound adjacent to or within potentially roductiv 

to defen e while otl 'II . 
p e lands, some are sited with respect 

, Jers stt are enher found along tr d 

of · 1 . • 

a e route or at the inter-;ection 

commercta artenes. fhe Shephelah towns for e  . 

of tl I 

. xample, are Sttuated at the terminus 

Je over and route from Egypt. Even thou h E . . 

trade may have e 1 . 
d . 

g gypttan ObJects are uncommon. 

• mp Jastt.e baste commodities ratl tl I' 

in the hands of 1 

Jer Jan e lte goods. their tran-;port 

pastora caravaneers. 

Yet the basic e . 

� 

conomy was agncultural, with subsistence largely de endent on 

wheat. barley. and legumes, and arboriculture focused o ,. 
p 

fig-trees (Liphschir 1989 

n o  IVe groves, vineyard-;, and 

z ) .  Although carrie were prominent oxen 

most commonly used for plow yokes D 
. 

I 

' and donkeys were 

prim . . 
( aviS 988), so that sheep and goats assumed 

ary nnpor1ance Ill supplying both meat and d 

Tchernov 1989· 11 . 
9 

secon ary products (HorwiiL and 

, orwltZ I 89b). Reduced cortical I . k 

that the high rat 'o f II . 

tliC · ness and bone mass implies 

' o o c er, female goats and sl 

and Horwitz 1984) . 
' Jeep was selected for milking (Smith 

, suggestmg thai at least p art  of tl 
. . 

in seasonal 

, • Je ovtcapnnes were not engaged 

• , , movements, but stall-fed or o-razed d' I 

composite picture speaks fo I . I d 

"' • lrect y around the towns. The 

. , r Jtg J se entary commerc· ar· d M . 

polyculture with · 1 

' 1 tze I edJterranean-style 

. penp leral exploitation const a· d b . 
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. . 

r IOe y secunty concerns, and 

· m penmeter dictated by two h f . 

course of daily work 0 d Tl 

ours o walk1ng 111 the 

r un s. 1at would ha 
. 

I d ve mc u ed both valley-floor cultivation 
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arboriculture on the adjacent hills forn1ed by Tertiary strata. A mean intersite 

of 10 km supports such an interpretation and, in the absence of smaller sites. 

more for autonomous economic units than for a functionally-differentiated but 

lltc:2l'lllted settlement hierarchy in the Shephelah. 

Agricultural land use upon the tableland topography of the central hill country 

ll-••'"'prn Samaria and Judea) appears to have been discontinuous. and focused on 

valleys or swales. where oils were thicker and water was near the surface. 

amid smootl1 but srony uplands of hard limestone. At least locally, rock-faced terraces 

were constructed during Early Bronz.e times (Gibson et al. 1991;  Finkelstein and 

Gophna 1993). another trait of intensified Mediterranean polycu\ture. But there also 

is reason to believe that most of the hill country remained forested until the early lron 

Age, when terracing became more common and iron tools effective to fell large, live 

oaks became available (Stager 1985a. Liphschitz et al. 1 989; Gibson et al. 1991). Only 

then is it probable that semi-pastoral groups began to insinuate themselves into the 

interstices between older, agricultural settlements (Stager 1985a). 

The settlement ecologies of the hill country and the Shephelah were starkly 

different during the period of EBlll decline. In the Shephelah. urbanized towns were 

tightly nested within an "orchard'' landscape that now receives 300-500 rnm rainfall 

and was dependent on large springs or upland catchments for waters that made 

outfield cultivation possible. presumably through irrigation. In the hill country. widely 

dispersed villages and cattered towns demarcated patches of arboriculture. 

embedded within a wooded landscape that received adequate rainfall for crop 

cultivation. onetheless. both areas were depopulated, in stages across some 250 

years. How can this be explained? 

4.3 Early Bronze Palestine: Environmental and Systemic Factors 

Potential explanatory modes must be examined in both local and regional contexts. 

and in possible conjunction with other variables. 

Local climatic anomalies or trends could readily affect the Shephelah, located on 

the climatic margins of rain-fed agriculwre. However cultivation was probably 

dependent on stream or spring now, derived in some good part from aquifers 

recharged by highland precipitation, particularly if the limestone hill country 

remained largely forested at the time. Wine and olive production would be reduced 

by drought years. but olive trees are more commonly damaged by frosts than by 
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droughts, and even if vine stalks are destroyed by persistent drought, they are readily re�laced and productive within two or three years. 
The floodplains of the Shephelah were very broad during the 4th millennium, channels shallow, and discharge perennial, and much less torrential than today (A. Rosen, 1991 ). That would have allowed flood agriculture, perhaps complemented by small-scale irrigation. and organic. waterlogged soils suggest that these "wet" floodplain conditions pe rsisted during most of the third millennium probably until EBIV times. when a flush or initially tine. then increasingly coarse sediment accumularecl on top of the floodplain ncar Tell Lachish (A. Rosen, 1 986: 57-69). That indicates a more epi odic flow, i.e. a different hydrological regime, reflecting cnher a more arid climate or devegerat ion, with soil erosion in the upper catchment. rather than on local slopes. TI1is helps explain thriving EBib to EBm land use in the area, but offers no direct insight as to EBIH devolution. since A. Rosen's ( 1 995) argument for the collapse of floodwater farming seems to apply to either the EBJV or Middle Bronze. 

Quire apart from the inconclusive paleoclimatic proxies (see above), what most excludes climatic change as a significant factor is that the pattem of incremental EBm settlement abandonment affected all of Palestine, including those areas with over 600 rnn1 precipitation today. i.e. outside the zone of contemporary agricultural stress. Environmental degradation rela1es to local land-use histories and also would nor affect a whole region simultaneously. There simply is no case to attribute collapse of metastable EBII-111 sociopolitical structures to a ''climatic shift." "desiccation." or other environmental change (contra Esse 1 989). 
An alternative scenario emphasizes deviation-amplifying feedback loops that lead to system failure without major recourse to external variables (Dever 1989), a son of system implosion. A number of internal dynamics are suggested: (i) Exponential population growth leads to overcrowding, heightened social inequalities, and increasingly arbitrary efforts to impose control; (ii) Population growth also outstrips the effective carrying capacity of the environment, exacerbating ecological degradation, further curtailing surpluses in agricultural commodities, and increasing shortages to the point of famine; (iii) Subsistence crises would intensify pressures to increase yields, aggravating social tensions and economic chaos; (iv) The end of trade with Egypt, for whatever reason, would ISOlate Palestine from its closest markets; (") Local, complex redistributive institutions, operated by a poorly-developed, inexpert. 
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. 
ld be unable to cope with mounting crisis; and over-ceotrallzed bureaucracy wou 
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already fragile system (Dever 1989: 238). 
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'. . . . . 
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B . s will have been (Callaway 1980; Stager 1992: U. 50-52). Tile Early ronze town. 
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intensely competitive. but a convmcmg case for internecine warfare--with 
abandonment as a result of forced dislocation or destruction--has to confront the 
virtual certainty that Egyptian campaigns ravaged the Shephelah. Finally. there is 
always the lingering question why the very last Shephelah town was eventually 
abandoned. 

Apart from perfunctory Old Kingdom references to successful hostilities with the 
Asiatics ("sand-dwellers") of Palestine, at least two specific records leave no doubt 
about serious Egyptian campaigns (Kemp 1983: 142-143). The tomb reliefs of Inti 
(early Dynasty 6) shows a standard. oval town-wall with rounded bastions under 
siege. The second is an inscription of Uni, an officer of Pepi I (c. 2340 B.C.E.). who 
boasts of live land and one seaborne campaign against the rebellious Asiatics, one of 
which involved conscripts from every district of Egypt, together with Nubian 
mercenaries, i.e. a large army, Uni threw down the Asiatics' walls, set fire to their 
settlements, killed immense numbers in battle ("many ten-thousands"). cut down 
their fig-rrees and vines. and brought back countless captives (Drower and Bottero, 
1971 :  351-362; l.A. Wilson. in Pritchard. 1969: 227-228). Fig-trees may be a misnomer 
for olive groves--unknown in Egypt. but in any event the reference to Palestinian 
polyculture is unambiguous. The attack by sea may relate to an area just beyond the 
Carmel promontory. These facts imply considerable, direct engagement by Egypt 
along the coastal plain, and possibly a strongly-disputed claim to hegemony. 

In the absence of archaeological evidence to the contrary, the towns of the 
Shephelah will not have been under Egyptian control, but some sort of commercial 
dependency is plausible. The presence of moderately large EBIII towns at Paran and 
Gerisa. where wadis cut through the cordon of coastal dunes and kurkar ridges ro the 
sea, suggests anchorages from which olive oil and wine could have been exported by 
boat to Egypt. Their townspeople may have thrived as Egyptian aJiies. Allowing for 
typical exaggeration in Uni's account, the sort of campaign described still suggests 
that Egyptian intrusion for whatever cause, could have disastrous demographic and 
ecological implications, sufficient to wipe one or more towns or several thousand 
inhabitants off the map. Some sort of Egyptian involvement in Ai. located on a trade 
route from Gerisa to Jericho. also cannot be dismissed (see Callaway 1980). 

Whatever the logic of Egyptian aggression, this scenario helps illuminate several 

aspects of the Palestinian EBII-III. 1l1e peaceable role that Egypt enjoyed in the 

Shephelah. be it commercial or adm•n•stratlve, ended early in Dynasty 1. 11us marked 
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onset of the EBII. with most larger senlemeots throughout Palestine being walled. 

a process of "urban'' nucleation that also served defensive purposes. 

Coastal sites from Meghanim to Lod were abandoned, the Plain of Sharon partly 

depopulated, and large agglomerations began to assemble in a tightly -nested cluster 

in the Shephelah, while smaller settlements disappeared. Then even the largest towns 

were knocked off. one by one. When Dynasty 6 went under, only the small foothill

town of Beit Mirsim and a squatter (?) settlement at Halif remained. Projecting 

Egyptian warfare as a prime. but not exclusive agency. this archaeological 

progression of settlement regression makes good st:nse. It would. however. cast a 

very different light on the roots of militarization, centralization, and greater 

sociopolitical complexity. Contrary to the shopworn. Marxist model of emerging 

elites grasping for greater wealth and power, at the expense of common people, local 

"urbanization" would be reinterpreted as an increasingly desperate effort by a 

beleaguered people to survivt: with some level of group dignity. The emerging elites 

and priestly caste then become heroes instead or villains. 

Military campaigns may also have led to the destruction of other towns in Syria. 

The cuneifom1 library of Palace G in Ebla (Mardikh liB I )  was destroyed during or 

just after tl1e first 30 years of the reign of Pepi l l  (i.e., c. 2330-2300 B.C.E.), and at the 

time of the same king. Byblos suffered massive destruction, as did Ham a and towns in 

the Amuq Plain (Table I) (Matthiae 1982; Mauhiae et al. 1985; Schwartz and Weiss, 

1992: I, 236-240; Drower, 1971: 335-340, 345-35 1 ;  Posener et al.. 1971:  587-589; 

Kuhne 1976). That seems to place these events in the reign of Sargon of Akkacl 

(2293-2237 B.C.E .. according to the "middle chronology''), who campaigned far to 

the northwest, to Mari, Ebla, the Cedar Mountain. and a place called Iarmuri, probably 

on the Mediterranean coast. perhaps in his l ith regnal year (Gadd, 1971:  424-426; 

Schwartz and Wei s. 1992: 238-240; but see also Cooper 1986 for alternative 

possibilities). Allowing for the uncertainties in correlating the Mesopotamian and 

Egyptian chronologies, the Mesopotamian dynast who destroyed Ebla, also appears 

to have burned down Byblos--the richest city on the coast--which switched from 

Egyptian to Mesopotamian hegemony at this time (level J I ,  Saghieh 1983). Roughly 

a century later Ebla wa. reconquered by Sargon ·s grandson Nararn-Sin (c. 229 1 -

2255 B.C.E.), as was Marl. an Armanum (? Aleppo). and a coastal town called Ulusum 

(Drower and Bottero. 1 97 1 :  325-327; Gadd, 1 97 1 :  441-442). Destruction horizons are 

found at Ebla (end of level iiB2) and Ras Shamra (Ugarit), on the coast (end of level 
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llJA3) (Table I); ahhough their regional or absolute dating is not fim1l) fixed (Oates 

1985; Schwan£ and We1ss. 1992: 240; Po ener et al .. 1971: 340; de Conten�on 1989). 

thi-; and sim1lar problem'> of correlation or linkage should ultimately be amenable to 

pouery seriation. AMS dating. or dendrochronology . 

Large <>cale, organi1cd warfare is currently not popular as an e\planator) factor 

among anthropologists enamored with internal , evolution3r) dynamic'> in what are, m 

effect. clo<>ed- y-;tem models. But the historical record leave!. no doubt ,,, to il\ 

recurrent role and impact\. 

4.5. Early Bronze Palestine: EBIV Disintensification 

It i'> now common for archaeologi'>ts to attribute the Palestinian EBIV to ,, proces\ 

of ''rurali1ation." Indeed, the hallmark of the EBIV is a changing swlernent 

archaeology: disappearance of EBII-111 town., with total abandonment of some areas. 

and new. "mall settlements in others. Some sites were compact and defensive (Richard 

19S6). wherea'> m the north larger 'lites sprawled across earlier <;ites wnh little 

nucleation ( Prag 1974; Esse 1991 ). A It hough EBIV settlements were <;uh•aantially 

smaller than those of the EBI. EBII or MBII. rank-size analyses show a modc't level 

of integration that <hd not change appreciably over time (Falconer 199-l: l·all et al 
1996). That argues for ··n.r.tlizauon'' rather than "pastoraliL.ation:· 

Although the Shephelah rcrnainly thinly populated. small village reappcan:d along 

the coastal plain for the fiN time -;ince EBI times; but. including Beit Mlf\1 n. there 

were only three town-; wuh 1000 inhabitants or more (Gophna and Ponugah 1988). 

There i'> a tring of �;mall. io,olated cemeteries in the Judean Hills. but only a handful of 
occupation '>ites, maml) -;mall: further north in Samaria. there IS an approxunatel) 

equal numhcr of cemetenc!> and !>lies, �everal of them large, and mo�t located cast of 

the water,hed (Fin t..ehtein 1991 ) . Settlement density was highest in the Beth Shan 

Valley and Lower Galilee. where site number and size suggest little dc,hne of 

population, when prorated per century (Esse 199 1 :  Table 6 and Site List). La't of the 

Jordan. population <>iL.e along some tribut::tries was greater than at any time 'u1ce the 

EBI (Helms 1992). 

The geography of \ettlcment beg ecological interpretation. because the densest 

pattern� arc found m drier pan' of the country. by itself an argument ,tgain�t 

desiccation. (For an exemplary study relating E.'lrly BronL.e occupation to l.mdscape 

·ned gcoecology 111 Lehanon, \ee Marfoe. 1979). Although EBIV site'> remaJ 
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concentrated near spnngs or runmng ''�ncr. thcy wcre commonly located above 

deeply inci ed valley�; or channels but rarely found on Ooodplains or alluvial surfaces. 

liable to floodwater fanning or -;1mple imgation (e.g., Mabry and Palumbo, 1992). Yet 

lhefe appears tO be little change 10 the prOpOrtiOnS Of different domestic animals from 

lhe increasing number of zoo-archaeological <;tudies for EBIV (e.g .. Prag. 1974: 

Horwitz J989a. 1989b). with pig and cattle remaimng prominent. implying household 

.Umals and plow-oxen. \\ith at least '>ome use of <>econdary products (e.g .• milk) from 

1he dominant herds of sheep and goat . l11i� 1mplies the diversified tockraising of 

eedentary communities. Only at B1r Ra�si'-1111 in the egev do EBIV livestock take on 

a di�tinctive pastoralist cast ('>ee Dever 1983). Similarly, at sites east of the Jordan 

River. percentages of cattle. sheep and goat remained almost unchanged between the 

EBJV and renewed. Middle BronL.e agglomeration; olives, grapes. and figs were 

prominent in EBJV notation samples. with a decline in grapes and an increase in 

olives during the Middle Bronze (Fall et al. 1996). i.e. greater investment in 

ClOmmercial crops that require a longer !.tart-up time and imply a greater sense of 

Reurity or long-term <;lability. Mediterranean polyculture was by no mean� extinct. 

although the Lake Kinnereth pollen core suggests that olive cultivation declined 

overall (Baruch 1990). 

The archaeological data do not support settlement by a new group of people. The 

pottery and, to a degree. the metalwork show: (a) ba ic continuity from EBJI-111 

traditions; (b) a trend to regional <hvers1f1cauon. running against the earlier tide of 

rtgional standardization and suggeo,ung greater ISOlation or local reaggregation 

according to kin-group relation-;h1ps: and (c) lunned mnovations derived from 

IOrthem Syria and the m1ddle Euphrates. perhap<; via refugee groups fleeing 

Akkadian military destruction (e.g .. Prag 1974. 1991; Helm'> 1989; Dever 1991;  Es e 

1991; Palumbo and Peterman 1993). 11tc depopulation of the Shephelah and the 

9iestem, central hill country stands out, and it seems reasonable to suggest that the 

last Egyptian campaigns. with the ruthlessness of that of Uni. destroyed that urban 

Detwork and almost emptied the area. People may have fled to the east and north. 

91ith only lagging resettlement of the coa<;tal plain during the EBfV, after Old 

kingdom devolution. 
Site excavations, that might support the persistent hypothesis of an expansion of 

llastoraiism at the expense of -;edentary agnculturc (Dever 1991; Finkelstein 1991 ). 

tit lacking. The case now l11nges largely on hill cemetcnes awa) from any local 
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settlements, as in the central hill country_ The idea is that these were sacred sites of 

itinerant pastoral groups, possibly shared by unrelated pastoral groups across 

centuries or even millennia_ Most of the skeletal remains are disarticulated, suggesting 

rituaJ reburiaL  But disarticulation was already common in EBl times, and extended 

transport of human remains required months of prior deputrefaction and seems 

impractical for mobile groups (Hanbury-Tenison 1 986: 245-250). The isolated hill 

cemeteries may well represent a cultural tradition with ideological overtones, rather 

than socioeconomic implications. 

The matter of ideology needs considerably more attention. Joffe ( 1993) makes the 

important point that the strong trend to urbanization during the Early Bronze may 

have created a dialectic between two competing social forms, between the older. non

urban way of life and its more recent urban counterpart. These would entail different 

sociaJ structures and ideological visions, representing deep-seated contradictions and 

tensions within society- By extension, "urban collapse" would have discredited the 

new way, thus favoring the return to a more rural way of life and its values_ symbols, 

and ideology - It would therefore be interesting to examine more closely the possible 

links of the hill cemeteries with the "megalithic'' tombs found on convex 

topographies along both nanks of the Ghor, northwards to the Orontes Basin (Zohar 

1991 ). Near Jerash, such tombs cluster near a string of EBI settlements (Sapin 1992: 

171), but elsewhere they may continue into the Middle Bronze. In addition to real 

dolmens, built of large rock slabs placed horizontally over smaller, vertical ones. such 

cemeteries include tumuli and rectangular. built cists, such as are found in EBIV burial 

complexes (Prag 1974). 

Where were the sedentary sites related to the hill cemeteries? First and foremost it 

requires reemphasis that small EBIV sedentary sites have been identified in the central 

hiU country, as in the Refairn VaJiey near Jentsalern (Horowitz 1 989a, J989b). But a 

fresh angle is put on the issue by Dahr Mirzbaneh, a steep-sided hilltop located 17 km 

northwest of Jericho and explored by Finkelstein ( 1991 ) .  Walls enclose an area of 70 

by 140m, dominated by a prominent rectangular tumulus at the highest end, and 

enclosing some stone foundations_ TI1is is a classic refuge site, analogous to Monte 

Mollet in eastern Spain (Bazzana and Guichard 1978), where the coastal plain was 

abandoned because of insecurity c. 400- 1000 C.E. (Butzer et aL 1983). A rnore 
recent. Greek analog can be suggested to infer the function of Monte MolleL In the 

Ottoman Peloponnese, the villages of the coastal plain were abandoned in favor of 
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adjacent defensive mountain sites: although some cultivation continued in the 

lowlands, using temporary housing, or on terraced hillsides near permanent villages. 

much of the population moved up and down the mountains with their livestock on a 

seasonal schedule (Beuermann 1967: 92- 1 1 9). Mediterranean polyculture continued, 

but the people became mobile and switched their emphasis to herding. These 

examples illuminate the likely mechanisms of depopulation, de-urbanization, and 

disintensification of agriculture in late Roman--Visigothic Spain (Butzer et aJ. 1985). 

Similar processes are apparent in Italy_ where lowland settlements were abandoned c. 

500-700 C.E. in favor of hilltop towns (Potter 1979). Mediterranean polyculture was 

resilient and could be maintained even when villagers were forced to shift their 

livelihood to mobile pastoralism. Obbged to adopt a new sociocultural role, they 

experimented with a different combination of familiar economic strategies. But this 

disintensification did not involve "retribalization," because traditional , sedentary 

lifeways were promptly resumed when conditions changed, as they did during 

Middle Bronze ''re-urbanization'· in Palestine. 

Dahr Mirzbaneh appears to be an impottant anomaly, that contrasts with 

settlement continuity at most sites in the north of Palestine and east of the Jordan, 

and in at least some central locations such as the Refaim Valley- If the interpretation 

offered-- a defensive refuge site -- proves to be tenable, it would imply that for part 

of the EBIV time span, security was a fundamental problem in some areas. Just who 

represented the major threat remains obscure, but the apparently drastic nature of the 

solution suggests something far more serious that sporadic, pastoralist raids. More 

likely is the presence of strong hostile forces, within some proximity, for at least some 

decades. The small size of the walled enclosure suggests a community of only modest 

size which -- in its specific archaeological context -- implies a crisis situation not at 

the very beginning of the EBIV, but after the larger towns had already disappeared 

and population levels had been downsized. 

4.6. Early Bronze Palestine: The Nature of Sociopolitical Devolution 

That the EBIV of Palestine represented troubled times, with ruralization and partial 

or local depopulation is not disputed. But the tide of evidence has begun to turn 

strongly against the assumption that there was an increase of mobility and herding. 

The bioarchaeological evidence in particular has failed to support either a shift from 

a.,..; c. .. culture to pastoralism, or from household pigs and plow-oxen to potentially 
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mobile sheep or goat herds. Funhem10re, even though the markets for commercial products had evaporated and the commercial network was decentralized arboriculture -- always a multi-year investment in the future .• continued 10 b� practiced. But did pastoral groups infiltrate the area, and eventually become sedentary? That would imply displacement and discontinuity. Here the archaeological record becomes paramount, to trace family and kin organi:lation. through excavation within dwellings and by uncovering spatial relationships between adjacent houses and among house cluster . Ideally. both multicomponent and smaller. single-component �ites �hould be rested in future excavations. to look for synchronic variabilty and to compare with "domestic'· archaeology of earlier phases of the Early Bronze. 
The much broader issue is whether EBII1 breakdown represented sociopolitical devolution. that is. structural simplification of hierarchical institutions, or socioeconomic collapse. The latter implies a reduction of social complexity. from a stratified to a segmentary society, according to Esse ( 1 989: 92-93; 1991: Fig. 33). Ec;c;e equates degrees of social complexity with settlement si£e and level of urbani£ation; from this he ascribes a ranked society (''chiefdoms'') to the proto-urban EBib, a stratified society ("state") to the "urban" EBJI-lll ,  and a egmentary society (roughly, ''clan/tribe") to the ''hamlets" of the EBN. Since the late Chalcolithic Beersheva culture (Levy, 1992) may have been a ranked society, Esse's demotion of the EBIV to a segmentary/tribal society would represent a 2000 year retrogression on the local evolutionary time scale! Yet Esse's argument simply explicates what is implicit in Dever ( 1991 ), who uses "retribalization,'' or in those authors who infer that much of Palestine was given over to ··nomadic pastoralists." 

Anthropological typologies such as '·tribe,•· ··chiefdom," or "stratified societ' ·· should not be applied in lieu of explanation. They are heuristic devices to illustr;te evolutionary theory, that cannot be applied in the real world where societies shift across a spectrum of available economic strategies and sociocultural roles (Marfoe. 1979). For a nuanced and more appropriate assessment of social systems in Early Bronze Greece, see Renfrew ( 1972: chap. 18). 
Early Bronze urbanism in Palestine began with population growth during EBib. as renected in both settlement number and size, at a time of active trade with Egypt. That trade gradually shifted from raw materials to agricultural products, presumabl) stimulating surplus production. market exchange at several levels, and some form of 
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managing agricultural credits. By creating incentives and buffering subsistence-�isk. 

that might lead to population growth. especially in centers where market functtons 

would encourage a degree of specialization in craft products. That may have allowed 

the formation of a small elite group, whose multiple roles included not only the 

maintenance of order and regulation of markets, but also redistribution of part of the 

crop yield in times of subsistence crisis, or as credits to underwrite investments in the 

expansion of staple production. vineyards. or olive groves. On modern nsk and �ral 

credits, see Marfoe ( 1979: 5-8). Sooner or later. military leade rship would be requtred. 

presumably strengthening the role of a community-anchored cult that 
.
l�gitirnized the 

existing social order and served to rally social solidarity in times of cnsts. From t�ese 

hypothetical processes some sort of amalgam would emerge that combtned 

bureaucratic, military , and cult roles. The functional details and the intertwining of 

powers among administrative elites, privileged lineages. and priestly castes r�main 

poorly understood. because the distinction of secular vs. religious or of publtc vs. 

private are cultural anilices. They cannot be deciphered with the perceptions and 

preconceptions of Western cultural traditions. 

Ln historical times. population growth has generally been linked to market 

integration, urban nucleation, and agriculrural expansion or intensification. The 

multiple and overlapping jurisdictions of the High Middle Ages in Europe suggest 

that political centralization was not indispensible. Far more difficult to comprehend 

are the social arrangements (the subsistence ethic or •·moral economy") and 
· · · · 1 f ·1· t d tl ese processes The goals J·usttfication, tdeologtcal underpm111ngs t 1at act tta e 1 • • · , 

_ 
degree, and rigidity of social stratification must therefore remain conjectural, desptte 

the self-assurance of current investigative paradigms. 

As the relationship between Egypt and Palestine became more contentious, the 

palace-temple elites of the Palestinian towns adopted strong defensive measures. 
· · · · 1 · 

1 b t \Is and clustering their settlements compresstng the•r populations wtt 1111 e a ora e wa 

in the Shephelah. Although Egypt's major trade artery was anchored in Byblos, th�re 

were periodic attempts to exert hegemony in Palestine, resulting in destrucu vc 

military campaigns that may have culminated in early Dynasty 6, with the eradication 

of almost all the towns in the southern Shephelah. Whether these clustered. large 

towns of the Early Bronze represented city-states with stratified socioeconomic 
classes is open to dispute. Compared with the evidence of concentrated wealth and 

structural specialization at Ebla, or the planned Middle Kingdom towns of Egypt, the 
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towns of the Shephelah were proto-urban and their societies more probably ranked than stratified, judging by the modest architectural differentiation. Nonetheless. centuries of cramped living and enforced cooperation within the walled confines of a defensive sire implies adherence to a social contract diverging from that upheld by the inhabitants of dispersed village or by mobile peoples who moved with their herds. 

In the wake of EBHI demise and ruin, the social contract that bound town-dwellers in Palestine became discredited, presumably reaffirming older ideological systems. In that sense , the EBIV may have represented an incisive, sociocultural break wnh the past, provoking deliberate institutional simplification, with perhaps unexpected, negative repercussions for market exchange, economic integration, and agricultural intensification. Subsequently, the collapse of Egypt and Akkad, two bastions of the regional exchange system, will have deepened and prolonged the economic recession for as much as two centuries. But regardle s of how EBIV society was organ1£ed, many of the key instinnional concepts will have been preserved in skeletal form. Indeed. in the context of renewed. Middle Bronze market integration, agricultural 
expansion. and urbanization, they were rapidly re-implemented. 

Sociopolitical devolution, as so defined. helps to elucidate the processes of change 
wirhout categorizing the atrributes of a nexible social system, in constant nux, by 
deductive typologies that obscure rather than illuminate the issues. 

5. Political Devolution and the Near Eastern Economic Network 

In studying sociopolitical devolution. understanding connections may be more 

productive than trying to establish causes. TI1e key elements of a societal system are 

energy flows (primary production. redistribution, trade) and information pathways 

(technology, structural nodes, institutions) that explicitly function in response to 

human cognition and decisions. As these flows and pathways expand, the system 

grows in complexity, when they retract, it declines and simplifies. 

Specific events, trends, or changes are only intelligible in their particular context. 

Local or minor inputs, whether cognitive or not, can spiral into systemic perturbations 

through unanticipated, ··positive'' feedback loops. Such a chain of events or 

repercussions is likely to be unique. Similarly, major inputs may be absorbed by the 

system through buffering. "negative" feedbacks, resulting in little or no change. 

Possible outcomes depend on the rate and efficiency of energy nows and information 
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-A••hur<wc:--at a particular moment in time--that are imperfectly regulated or steered by 

tauman institutions and decisions. that may falter or turn maladaptive. Actual events 

· ed trends are therefore not only unpredictable but also to some degree or sustalll 

IIOChastic. 
. 

In a larger perspective, the cyclic expansion and retraction of soctetal systems can 

be compared with steady-state readjustments. possibly superimposed on long-term . 

aet growth. Whatever kind of proxy data category is used--demo�ra:hy. area of 

political control,  economic statistics--such cyclic behavior is character�sttc of systems 

fall kinds, which are. contrary to common assumption. not homeostatic. o 
. I. Different societies within a complex region function as "open" subsystems, Wit 11n 

a much larger, interdependent whole. For instance, shifts or changes in Early Bronze 

· E S ·a and Palestine depended to some degree on trends or events 111 gypt, yn •
. 

Mesopotamja, and may well be affected by what was going on in the more ��s
.
t�nt 

Aegean world or even in the copper-producing areas of Spain. Such connectJvttJes 

should stimulate comparative studies of interlinked subsystems, individually as well as 

in conjunction. That is why this study has dealt with both Egypt and Palestine. 

Examining their devolution, in isolation as well as together, offers complementary 

insights into what were complex processes, ultimately intelligible in an interactive 

context that includes Syria, Mesopotamia, and areas even further afield. 

The Egyptian pharaohs apparently consolidated and expanded their power 

through their monopolistic control over the foreign import trade, which proba
.
bly 

· · · E · · t lacing a J)remJum stimulated redisrribution and surplus productiVIty 111 �gypt , I ll urn P '  
on internal security and risk limitation. thus also favoring population growth. Power 

became highly concentrated and was predicated on centralized authority· Palestine 

responded to the economic demands of its neighbor by increasing production of the 

desired commodities, not only in the Shephelah but also by expansion of settlement 

and intensification of agriculture in the highlands. As market centers grew at strategic 

points, administrative structures had to be created to handle intraregional exchange, 

local redistribution, and extraregional commerce. That favored population growth 

and nucleation around the best networked market centers. Similar processes 
presumably affected western Syria, and indirectly stimulated trade in the Aegean 
world, with repercussions as far afield as Spain. The presumed Akkadian thrust into 

Syria and the Persian Gulf region would 1mply that the new dynasts in Mesopotamia 
Wanted a larger stake in this network. 
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Collapse of the ear Eastern commercial network and the ensuing political 
devo.lution appear to have been a consequence of militarism. Based on circumstantial 
evidence. Egypt seems to have decided to enforce its hegemony over Palestine at a]) 
costs, leading to catastrophic destruction of its trade, its towns, and its essential 
productivity. Depopulated and devoid of export "capital," that region ceased to be 
productive, weakening the system, regardless of whether Palestinian oil and wine had 
mainly flowed to Egypt. Syria, or Mesopotamia. Sargon 's strategy--to extend 
Mesopotamian hegemony to Syria and the Mediterranean coast--anticipated that of 
the 'ew Assyrian Empire. and was ba ed on "windfall" profit-taking: the destruction 
and looting of towns of their accumulated capital, leaving behind precariously 
weakened market centers that remained dependent, but were not administered 
direct ly, thus shor1 in terms of "re-investment. That would have left the Akkadian 
economy incapable of growth and therefore fragile. For Egypt, the destruction of 
Byblos probably proved fatal cutting Egypt off from the Near Eastern exchange 
network. 

With Palestine reduced to a subsistence economy, Egypt spiralling into 
decentrali;::ed chaos, and Akkad unable to generate capital, the Near Eastern politico

economic system collapsed. How this affected the Aegean world is obscure. Even a 

specu lative scenario is precluded by the chronological confusion in the Aegean 
world , where the abandonment or destruction of towns on the Greek mainland can 

only be dated with respect to a relative archaeological stratigraphy , that is not 

supported by overlapping clusters of 14C dates, and that cannot be correlated to the 

destruction of Troy l J  (compare Coleman 1992; Forsen 1992; Mellink 1 992). Despite 
'\Ome imilarities of settlement pauerns with Palestine, ''towns" in Greece and 

western Anatolia were, with notable exceptions. modest and little more than villages 

(see Renfrew 1972: Fig. 14.7). A survey in Thessaly shows that half the Early Bronze 
sites were still occupied in Middle Bronze times, and there is no change in ecological 

preference (Halstead 1977; see also Renfrew 1972: 245). That appears to support the 
ceramic evidence of both continuity and discontinuity in the Peloponnese, arguing 

against the invasion theory (Forsen 1992). At least in these two regions, disjunction 
towards the end of the Early Bronze appears ljmited compared with that in Palestine. 

It is now appropriate to examine the eaT Eastern exchange network of the thtrd 
millerlllium as a possible ··world-economy•· (as distinct from a global, world 
economy). That concept , due origmally to Wallerstein ( 1974), is elaborated by 
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1 ( 1979: 21 -22) tO describe an economic ''theater"--a world unto itself. so to 

At one level. this appears to describe the ear East of the third millennium, but 

pre-capitalist structures operated without coinage or a formal banking system. and 

it did not have a logistic center. let alone a single •·core." Instead there were mulnple 

nuclei, representing subsystems with different degrees of "openness" and 

IOCiopolitical complexity: ( 1) Egypt and, at times, Mesopotamia were archaic states, in 

which external trade essentially was a government monopoly focused mainly on the 

anporting of raw materials or luxury items destined for elite consumption. (2)
. 
The 

Aegean region, and possibly we tern Anatolia, included a mix of polities with va�rable 

levels of independence and social complexity, ranging from micro-states (Mtnoan 

Crete) to autonomous towns, probably linked in shifting confederacies or alliances, 

with none holding a monopoly on trade; although there will have been elite imports 

and some trans-shipment across the region, most exchange probably was internal. (3) 

Syria and Palestine were internally as variegated as the Aegean world. but the region 

also was a hub, a nexus of many interconnecting threads; external trade with Egypt 

and Mesopotamia, and to a lesser extent, Anatolia and the Aegean. was critical, while 

transshipment undoubtedly was an important component. The coastal and island 

entrepots of the Persian Gulf present a similar case in point, between Mesopotamia 

and the Harappan towns of western India. As defined by different fonns of 

sociopolitical organizat ion, monopolistic control over exchange. and ratios of internal 

to external trade, these three categories can provisionally be ascribed by value

neutral descriptors as a ( I )  major nucleus, (2) minor nucleus, or (3) nexus. 

The advantage of such distinctions is not to create artificial boundaries in what 

was a territorially fluid and sociopolitically changing matrix, but to propose a sliding 

scale of complementary, functional roles. That in tum allows an emphasis on the 

multiplicity of long-distance interchanges representing energy and information 

exchange, predicated on heterogeneous natural and human resources. The "world 

economy" concepwalized here is a network model (Fig. 1), that is more explicitly 

dynamic and practicable than the core-periphery premise underlying the 

WaJlersteinian world system model. It has closer analogs to the loosely organized 

"circuits" interlinked within the 13th century C.E. "world system," ably described 

but imperfectly articulated by Abu-Lughod ( 1 989: Fig. I) Each nucleus or nexus to 

some measure exploited the raw materials of it own "penphery :· somenmes 111 a 

dependent relation<>hip (e.g .. Egypt 111 ubra). more often perhaps via rntem1ediane� 
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or direct but sporadic contacts (e.g .. Egyptian expeditions ro Punt). Bur such "peripheries•· were not necessarily dependent nor disadvantaged, although there is no pragmatic and generally acceptable measure for what migllt be ·d const ered advantageous, since most external interactions eventually have social or economic repercussions. 
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d 
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Figure I. A Network Model for the Early Bronze World-Economy 

Whatever we agree ro call it, the Near Eastern commercial network and its unequal participants as far afield as Andalusia and the Indus Valley had empirical realit}. As a heuristic device ir c::�n illuminate the vital role of exchange networks in generating ··capital:· by virtue of the interdependence of productivity and demand across a diversified spatial matrix. The details of that exchange vary widely from one context to another. but two common threads deserve emphasis: ( I)  the insatiable demand for copper and. eventually tin·· the indispensible alloy for bronze; and (2) the inevitable need for foodstuffs of symbolic importance (such as wine and olive oil) or in penodic or perennial short supply (grain). 
Even in its initial application to elite objects, copper was processed by tht.! ton during the EBA (Edens 1992) 1 · · · · , P acmg great strateg1c 1mporrance on commercial. diplomatic, client. or even military relationships not only with respect to sources <;uch as Cypress and Sinai. bur also distant areas such as India, Oman, Armenia, the Balkans or Andalusia. For example. Andalusian arsenic copper has been identified in Greek �ite� of the Chalcolithic and EBA (Sangmeister 1 975) and r db k d . tee ac ' S are presume 10 the changing, sociopolitical organization of southern Spain. The search for rin lead even further afield (Muhly 1973), ro places as distant as Cornwall .  
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bulk commodity , the mobilization of grain has been underappreciated. 

in overland transport (e.g., Wilkinson 1994). It bears noting that maize in 

:· 1Jilehi:sp<1nic Mexico was transported considerable distances on human backs. making 
carriage by donkey appear efficient. Maritime shipment was more economical by a 

factor of ten, and grain exports from Mesopotamia to the Persian Gulf may have been 

a key commodity by the late third millennium (Edens 1992). It would be an error to 

simply assume that natural disasters such as a string of famine years could only be 
buffered by redistribution from the stored , grain surplus of a local sustaining area. 

even in the case of interior towns. Droughts tend to be localized and, given a 

profitable reciprocal relationship. customary prohibitions to the export of food staples 

in a time of crisis might well be waived. Although it is a later example. long distance 

food relief from Egypt to the Hittite kingdom is actually documented c. 12 10 B.C.E. 

(Faulkner 1975:234). Without minimizing the cost of famine in human terms, it is a 
fact that such disasters •• even if not mitigated by external assistance -- are usually 

followed by a rapid return to normal productivity. Critical for recovery is a 
presumption of continuing "credits." Military disasters are a different matter, because 
much of the infrastructure is destroyed. fields and orchards ravaged , a substantial part 
of the population killed or enslaved, and intrarcgional "credit •· likely to be 
suspended indefinitely. Recovery from such a calamity might Jag for generations. 

The functioning of such a networked world-economy seems to have been 
predicated on sustained productivity. connict resolution, and continuing market 
exchange with minimal friction. Violence and destruction are not only 
counterproductive, but threaten the integrity of such a world-economy. The early 

Near Eastern prototype expanded and dissipated through three cycles, culminating in 
the Early, Middle. and Late Bronze. Various examples can be cited of conciliatory. 
trade-oriented policies, e.g., the political restraint of Middle Kingdom Egypt in Asia, 
the remarkable commercial orientation of the Early Assyrian state (unlike its 

successors). the international diplomacy of Amama-age Egypt, or the lasting peace 
treaty and mutual assistance between Ramessid Egypt and the New Hittite kingdom. 
There was warfare, or course, but it remained directed to specilic goals. Both the 
Middle and Late Bronze versions of the Near Eastern world-economy (c. 2000- 1200 

B.C.E.) were brought down not by military adventures of the key powers , but those 
of emerging peripheral nat1ons or mobile marauders. Throughout the period. Syna. as 
a non-core region . remained at the intersection of commercial networks steered from 
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politico-economic cemers located near the perimeter; as in Medieval times. the role of 
cntrepot c11ie'\ was mamly a profitable one and their lack of real military power may 
have been advantageous an the long run. 

As a systemic analog. th1s network model for an early world-economy 1s neither 
mechanistic nor anonymou�>. It presumes a strong cognitive component, <tnd accord� 
a central role to ··prime movers'' such as imperial ambition, war. invao;1on or 
pande mics that figure prommently in the lmtorical record .1nd will have been no le 
imponant 111 proto-historic times. Equally �o it can accomodate the range of 
<:ociocultural component\ so 'plendidly identi fied by Edens ( 1 992) for the Early 
BronLe Pcf'ian Gulf trade. such as diplomacy. cultural hegemony. and the �ocial 
context\ of production and composition. But liS primary advantage IS that 11 draws 
the necei>sary attention to the interconnect1ve strand� and feedbacl-.s that make 
politico-economic units functional components of a much larger whole. Then as now, 
power cannot be sustained indefinitely without a healthy economic ba\e. Penodic 
collap e of the 'ear Eastern world-econom) rendered it\ political structure latently 
unstable. e'en without any d1rect milit:lf) cris1s. Not '>Urpnsingly. poliucal collapse 
tended to sweep rhe region in domino fa�hion. Such devolution compounded the 
problem of economic disintegration. through a o;et of feedbacl-. loops. That 10 tum 
greatly retarded the re-;tructuring. without which stable political in tituuon-. \\ere 
unlikely to reemerge. 

The scenario proposl.!d here i� then based on two hypotheses: First , a cycltcal 
integration and dis-;ipat1on of the politico-economic network. to a large extent 
controlled h) ( I) the rate of commodity c\change and mtraregional balancing of ke) 
resource or product deficienc1es ("energy flows'"). and (ii) the functioning of what 
might he called international "banking'' arrangements (see Halstead 1992 for the 
later Bronte), whereby �hon and long-tenu credits and obligations could be managed 
on a fair!} routine basi . to the satisfaction of o;econd and third parties- ("informauon 
pathway'>"). Second. a C)clical centralitation and decentralitation of power ,..,.thin 
local politic�. primarily in rc�pon�e to the changing health of the larger <:y�tcm. hut 
al�o impacted hy vanou' antcrnal proccsse'>. trends and problems, as well as external 
input'> such a\ military event-.. attempted m1grauon by force. or natural d1�asters. t-.tore 
ofteo than not. the pohucal C)cles \\ itlun a panicular area would Jag beh1nJ 
econom1c cycles affecting the entire reg1on. 
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· 1 r term trends in such . om for an ianpact hy climatic pcnurbauons or onge -
'Jbere 1sro • . . · 1 · ,. • 

I potenti·ll v·�riable within a multt-dlmen�lona , lnterac IVC 
---A·•I but on Y a-. one • • . . b ....,..... • d · · 1 t on· It must e 

Phrased different!). climatic change cannot be treate Ill I o a I . 

ned in ito; historical . <:tructural. and regional context. 
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